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Steadily the natives drew on the ropes. The Boomerang rolled out of the water. '·What did I tell
you:" cried Gerard. ''Now we are ready Frank." "Yes,'' agreed the young inventor. "We will defeat those rascally slave-traders."
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fttotn Coast to Coast;
Prank R.eade, Jr.'s Trip Across Africa.
By •• NONAME."

CHAPTER I.
THE PROPOSED TRIP.

"I could not wait for the cars to get here!" declared
the young traveler. "So your Boomerang is completed,
Frank?"
"Yes."
"I am consumed with curiosity to see it!"
"And you shall!"
Fl·ank touched an electric button which rang a bell m
the inner yard.
Very quickly a door opened and a comical negro, blaik
as a coal bounced into the room.
He ducked his head and cried: ·
"A'right, Marse F rank. Wha' am it I kin do fo' yo?"
"Where is Barney?" asked the young inventor.
"Begorra, he's here, sor," came a rich brogue from beyond the door, and into the room tumbled :t block of an
r ri shman, with fiery red hair and a mug fit for a chromo.
Frank and Gerard laughed.
"So these are Barney and Pomp?" cried the explorer.

Frank Reade, Jr. , the famous young inventor had just
finished his new Electric Boomerang, the most wonderful
of all his recent trials in the inventive line, and had sent
. down to New York City for his friend Gerard Benton to
come up and see it.
Benton, the well known yo'lmg newspaper man and African explorer, received this invitation with deli ght.
"Heigho !" he cried in hi s exuberance of feeling, "if
Frank has really succeeded in perfecting the Boomerang,
I have all hopes of traversing the African continent yet ."
So he hastily picked up his effects and bought a ticket
for Readestown.
Arrived in the smart little town he proceeded at once
to the machine shops of Frank Reade, Jr.
As it chanced the young inventor was at home and gladly "I have hea rd of them."
welcomed his visitor.
Frank introduced Barney and Pomp to Gerard, saying:
"Delighted to see you, Gerard!" said Frank warmly.
"~here one is found, be sure the other is not far away.
" You came promptly."
I could hardly spare either."
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"I have heard their praises sung before," said Gerard.

"I am assured they are faithful fellows."
"We'so gwine to stick by Marse Frank forebber, sah,"
declared Pomp. "He am a bery fiue gemmen."
"Begon·a, the same here," averred Barney.
"Well!" said Frank, bluntly, "here is a command I want
you to obey at once!"
"A'right, sah !"
"Name it, sor!"
"I want to bow the Boomerang to my friend, l\1r. Benton. Haul it out into the yard, and have it all ready for in spection !"

'1,0
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"Set all your fears aside!" be said . "What do you think
I sent for you to come to Readestown for?"
"Oh, then you really mean it!" cried the explorer, wildly.
"You will go ?"
·"Yes!"
Gerard danced with joy. He fairly embraced Frank.
•(What a great thing it will be for science!" he cried,
wildly. "Really Frank, you J1ave no idea what a great
benefit }'OU are doing the world!"
"I am glad if that i ::;o !" sai d Frank, ''but are you ready
to go?"
(·More than ready and you--"

"I shall be in three days' time. ln fact, if you had given
The two servitors vanished. As they disappeared Benton
up
the idea of this trip I should have gone just the ame.'
laughed heartily.
((You would?"
"Truly, Frank!" he said, 'you co uld ill dispense with
"Yes, I have already negotiated with the cap lain of the
those chaps!"
Southern Star, a trading steamer bound for the Gold Coast.
"That is true!" agreed Frank, "and yet they arc at timed He is to take the Boomerang aboard his steamer and land
a great trial to me !"
us .·afcly in St. Paul de Loanua. '
"A trial ?"
''Good!" cried Benton, joyfully. "Oh, 1 long to get
"Yes, they arc as full of f un a::; a nut is of moat, and there!"
constantly playing pranks upon one another. \;vhy, not
"WhaL route were you most dc:irous of taking t '
two days ago, Bamey gave Pomp a drink of drugged whis"Straight-from coast to coast, coming out at Zanzibar.
ky, and when he was asleep, painted his face with cosmetic::; 'rhis will be through bhc Congo Free Stale. across Lakr
so cleverly that the next time Pomp looked in the glass he Tanganyika and fficonongo to ihc sea. Oh, we shall sec
nearly fainted, and really believed that his face had turned
many wild sigllts I"
white, until he came to wash it."
"How soon can you be ready to go?'' asked B,rank.
Benton laughed heartily at this.
brusquely.
"So they arc practical jokers. '
"I am ready now."
"0£ the most imeteratc kind."
"Good! the 'outhern Star will leave her dock in the
"Ha, hal Yet they are jolly!"
North River next Thursday, from New York :J'or St. Paul
"Indeed, yes; at times too much so. By the way, are de Loanda. You will be on board?"
)'ou as enthusiastic as ever over Africa?"
" I will!"
"I am!" replied Gerard eagerly.
ask it?"

"And-how dare I

"What?"
The young explorer looked at .Brank appealingly.
·• tf I could only incl uce you t,o make that trip."
"Which trip?"
Their eyes moL
"Across Africa!" said Gerard, spasmodically. "I will
broach it anyway. You can do no more than r efuse mo."
"I have got to take a trip somewhere with the Boomerang," said Frank. "I want to seek an 1mcxplored land
where I can fincl wild adventure."
Benton g-ave a cry of joy.
'What better can you do then?'' he asked. " T will prom-

( 'l'hen the matter it> settled."
'(But--"
"Wh.at ?"

"Is the Southern 'tar a large enough steamer to Lake thr:
machine boctiiy into the hold?;,
" Oh, no! J have provided for that. '11 hc Boomerang i ,
easily laken apart in sections and stowed away in small
compass. It can be put together at St. Paul, and the Southern Star will take my workmen around the Cape to Zanzibar and wait for our coming there!'
Gerard was satisfied.
"That js capital," he said, "and now I itch for the final
day to come."
At this moment a bell jingled in the offi ·e. li'rank made
ise you all the wild adventure any reasonable man can ask a ge, ture and opened the cloor.
for."
"Come," he said, "the Boomerang is r~ady for in pacFrank laughed.

tion."
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The main cabin was elegantly furni hec1' and upholstered.
"And I am ready to inspect it!" cried Geraru. ''Hello !
What a beauty!"
In short, the Boomerang was a little palace on wheels, anu
Then he stood speechless in the machine shop yard. Thr in ever}' way iitted up for such an expeuition as the travelBoomerang was bPfore his eyes.
There sllC' stood in the middle of the yard. Barnry wa;;
in the pilot-house and 'Pomp waf.: by lh e g~mgwav.
Quite a number of the workmen were gnthered at the
gate to se the machine for the first I ime out of doorH.
H is a huru tusk to adequately describe the Boomerang.
The artist can do murh better than the author whose pen

ers now proposed to take.

CHAPTER £1.
AFRICA.

description cannot hope to equal that or the rngraver.
f n a meagre way we will say that Lhr Boomerang conSo it was settled that the Boomrmng was to start upon
sisted of a large, boat-;;;haped Htrnctme of finely roll ed steel; its African trip from • t. Palll d l.JOanda.
Thi;; was the important s aport town of T...ower Guinea
her hull 1vas Hhap ly and well hung upon substantial running gear. The wheels were folu in number upon patent and once famous for its great slave trade.
One needed to go not many miles back into the interior
axles, which were so con tructecl as to obey the steering
to meet with al1 the perils of. the African wilderne
wheel in the pilotJhouse.
The Boomerang was taken carefully apart and stowed
These wheels were provided with rubber tires and were
driven by a propelling rod operated by an electrical engine away aboard a special train bound for l ew York.
in the body of the vehicle.
The Southern Star, Captain Porter, was all in rcadincs.·
in
the orth River. In due course the .famous invention
Thrre were two decks or floors. 'I'he lower one was made
was stowed safely in the big steamer's hold.
light by three plate-glasR windows npon each side.
Then tbe travelers left for 1 ew York upon the fast ex'I'hc upper clrck was protected by a hand rail which ran
completely around the vehicle. i\ bovr this deck rose au press.
Quite a large crowd waiiecl upon Frunk Reade, .Tr., at th0
oblong structure of finest and bullet-proof wire netting with
Clock to bid him Godspeed in his journey.
a dome-shaped roof.
Tl1en the Southern Star was allowed to slip out into the
Behind this netting one could remain and sec plainly in
stream and the great journey was begtm.
all directions and at the same time be Hafc from the bullets
The spirits of none were higher than Gerard Bentoll·"·
of a foe or the claw. of wild animals.
The young explorer was just in his element.
'l'J1ere were loopholes in this Rtntctme for the purpose of
"Why, l am going back to my beloved Africa!" he said.
firing through.
"And this time I shall go equipped for a successful inva.Tust forward of this was an elevat d platform upon which sion of those regions to which I dared not penetrate b'was mounted an electric gun.
fore."
'fhis gun waH Frank Reade, ,Tr.'s mvn invention and a
"Then you enjoy exploration?" asked Frank.
very peculiar weapon.
"Enjoy it? Why, it is the sum total of my existence. It
It was light and made of thin steel. 'rhe propulsive is as much my natme as to breathe. And I cannot give it
force was pneumatic, the projectile being a hell of dyna- up!"
mite very explosive upon impact.
Barney and Pomp were also in a happy frame of mind.
Forward of the pilot-house, with its plate-glass windows,

Nothing suited them better than to be off on a voyage of
was a mall deck protected by a hand-rail.
discovery. 'l'he more exciting the adventures they could
Thi i a brief and incomplete description of the exterior encounter the better they liked it.
of the machine.
The voyage proved a pretty stiff one.
The interior was a marvel beyond description.
Gales and hurricanes galore were encountered. It eeemecl
'rhe lower rleck was occupied by a main cabin luxuriously a~ if every foot of progress wa~ battled against head winds.
furnished, a number of small yet cozy staterooms, the galAt one time the travelers began to fear that they really
ley for Pomp's cooking, and a magazine for ammunition, as would not reach 41:he African coast.
well as a store-room for supplies.
The Southern Star was one of the stanchest of vessclR,
Of eour'!e, all of these compartments were small, but, and Captain Porter a good skipper, or they assuredly would
nevertheless, they were adequate.
have succumbed to the awfttl sea .
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But at last they struck the Equator and entered the Gulf phants, tigers, deadly reptiles md battles with savag(J
of Guinea.
people.
Also there was to be feared and avoided, if possible, the
Here the smoothest of seas were encountered, and the
deadly
jungle fever, the malaria of the swamps, and the
!<pirits of all at once arose.
The distant ooast of the African continent was now plain- contagious diseases peculiar to an ultra-tropical clime.
But all these things had been considered, though it was
ly seen. It gave all a thrill. ·
to
be confessed that their proximity caused them to assume
The steamer had suffered some little damage during her
more gigantic proportions.
hard struggle against wind and wave.
However, F·rank called all aboard the Boomerang and
But this was finally, to a certain extent, repaired. Then
stepped into the pilot-house.
the stanch vessel stood southward along the coaF<t.
I
Barney went into the engine-room. The dynamos were
One fine morning she dropped into the harbor of St. Paul
charged to their fullest extent.
de Loanda.
.Frank pressed a little 'button W'hich rang a bell in the
"Here we are!" cried Benton.
"
d
·
engine-room.
Barney turned on the current.
"Our voyage is ended," declared Frank, an our JOUrney
The machinery began to buzz. Frank placed a hand on
has begun!"
the motor lever and turned it.
This was true.
At once the Boomerang rolled forward a noiselessly and
The incidents of that journey the little party were desas softly as a Pullman car on the steel rails.
tined never to forget during the rest of their lives.
Down the principal street of the little town the electric
The Southern Star anchored, and very soon lighters were
car ran at increased speed.
alongside.
It is nccdlcRs to say that this created more or less of a
The different sections of the Boomerang were placed sensation in the town.
aboard these, and finally landed at the wharf.
'1'he people crowdef\ from houses and stores to see the
Here the workmen whom Frank had brought with him
great wonder thunder past.
proceeded to put the mac:hine together.
Soon the highway led out into the country.
This attracted quite a large throng of the native reRiThere were large plantations, and the roads, though nardents, ancl the governor of the little town paid the wharf a
row, were pnssahle. The Portugue e planters were startled
visit.
by the apparition which burst upon their view.
He was a genial personage, and made no demur to the
But Frank did not pause to make the acquaintance o£ any
landing of the exploring party.
of them. '1'he Boomerang TOlled on.
Indeed, he extended a cordial invitation to Frank to visit
Into the heart of Africa the machine made its way.
him at his house.
For some clays no incident worthy of note occurred. Tlben
But the young inventor was obliged to r ecline this po- one day the travelers reached the banks of a large river in
litely, and proceeded to put the Boomerang together ~:> the wildest of all regions.
rapidly as possible.
To put the machine together and put all the supplies
aboard consumed all of two days.
But the great task was finally concluded, and all was in
readiness for the start.
Captain Porter and his crew bade farewell to the travelers, and then the Southern Star started away for the Cape
of Good Hope and Zanzibar.
The travelers were left alone upon the wild African coast.
The perils of their project now began to assume gigantic

All traces of civilization had been left behind.
For many miles the Boomerang had been obliged to pick
its way over ground at times exceedingly rough.
Small rivers were easily crossed, especially where the
current was smooth.
Frank had constructed the Boomerang with this exigency in view. She would float in the water like a sailboat,
and the wheels were provided with an arrangement by which
steel flanges or paddles shot out from the axle and furnished
motive power.

shape.
So that the Boomerang could cross the wildest and deepYet not one of them would have turned back.
est of rivers or lakes as safely as any water craft.
The river which now burst into view was a tributary of
Tlll'ough jungle and forest, across 8Wamp and stream,
over mountain and through valley they must make their the Congo River and was known as the Kuango.
\ray ever eastward, from coast to coast.
It was at this point widened almost into a lake and dotted
There were to be apprehended encounters with lions, cle- with numberless small islands.
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Gerard, who was familiar with tho country, said:
These rattled upon the deck and it was then that the
"This region is inhabited by a tribe of watermen or travelers decided to also take a hand in the spo t, which
swimming natives called Mbesis, who live in the little hut::; they did.
built upon posts in the saw-grass regions. They swim
from isle to isle.. or paddle their canoes as they choose.
They are a large and powerful tribe."
CHAPTER III.
"Indeed I" exclaimed Frank, with interel;lt, "are they
friendly?" ·
THE MBESIS.
"By no means. They are the most treacherous and rascally cut-throats in Africa. They outwit the slave-traders,
Frank and Pomp raised their rifles and fired into the
and set at defiance all efforts to trade or make friendly acreeds.
quaintance."
They were compelled to fire at random, for nothing could
"It is hardly likely that they will venture to attack us !"
"Be not so sure. 'rhey are the most daring of natives. be seen of the hidden foe.
Whether their shots took effect or not they had no means
Do you see that tract of saw-grass? Well, we shall pas~
directly by that and ~hen my advice is that we had "~;letter of knowing. No outcry came back.
keep in the cover of the wire screen."
Not even the reeds moved, or was ther.e any Rplashing of
water. Only silence and an absence of any indication of
"Indeed!"
"They use javelins and bows and arrows, and their aim is human life.
deadly in the extreme!"
"They're gone!'' shouted Gerard. "Look out for the next
"Golly!" cried Pomp, ''I done fink I bettah git mah rifle bank of reeds!"
"Gone!" ejaculated Frank.
out!"
"Every man on board should l1ave his weapon ready!"
"Yes!"
said Gerard.
"Is it possible they could get out of t·he way so quickly
A good spot was selected and then the vehicle slid down and noiselessly and not one show himsel£ ?"
into the water. The paddles were instantly called into
"It is true!" declared Gerard.
"I don't understand it!"
requisition.
The Boomerang glided out into the current and starte(l
"Well," explained the young explorer, "these rascals are
on its course across the river.
adepts in this sort of warfare. You will find that there are
For a height of many feet the tall reeds arose from the little avenues and passages among the reeds which run in
shore of the islands and concealed the shore from view.
every direction, and which are made by twisting the reeds
It was necessary for the Boomerang to pass quite close together so as to make a screen."
,
Tills battllng with an unseen foe was certainly a novelty.
to these, and as it did so Gerard, who was forward, suddenly
cried :
"Don't they ever show themselves?" asked Frank.
"Look out all! There is danger nigh!" ·
"Oh, yes; when the critical moment demands it. But
they are strategists. You might battle with them here all
Barney, being in the pilot-house, was not exposed.
But Pomp and Frank were upon the rear deck. They day and never see one of them I"
were engaged in watching with interest the line of reeds.
"That is peculiar!"
Suddenly, and just as Gerard shouted, they both saw a
"It is that."
curious movement in the reeds.
"Do you suppose any of our bullets took effect?"
They seemed to quiver a moment, and then, like a bolt
"If so, we shall never know it. An Mbesi would never
from an arbalist, a keen pointed javelin sped forth.
utter a cry of pain if you were to cut his heart out!"
It just grazed Frank's skull. An inch nearer and it
"Begorra, it's quare sort of critters they are!" averred
would have cleft it.
Barney.
Gerard had sprung into the pilot-house beside Barney
"That is true, Barney," declared the young explorer,
and was all safe.
"but you will meet with queerer people before we reach tho
The hint received by Frank and Pomp was sufficient. west coast."
They lost no time in retreating behind the wire screen.
"But we ought not to fear these arrows," said Frank.
"Ah, there is good reason for fearing them!" said GerThey had barely executed this move when a shower of
arrows came flying against the netting.
ard. "You will find that nearly all of them are poisoned."
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But brief as that time had been Fnmk had sized up ih('

"Poisoned?"

.. Ay, and to receive a wound from one is eertain death. personal ~1spe<:t of the hidden f"oC' .
The 1besis were seen to be little muscular negwe;;, with
The poison iR procured from the fangs of the deadly puffenormous headg ar or the feathers of wnt~':r fowl.
adder and is fatal."
"M:a;.;sy sakes!" gasped Pom]J.
rye:> open yo' k-in bet.

'~nis chile jes keep his

They were armed to tlw teeth and were warlike to thr ut-

Hain't no kin' oh lnb fo' poisoned most degree.

:nTows.''
'That':;; mr too, bejabrrs !" put in Ban10y.

On even trrms thry wcJ·e certainly a for nol

to be despised.
For n time a rter the c.·plosion of the dynamite shell tlw
"I'd ruthrr
Mbesi were undemonstrative.

ruee a batthery av guns, be m.e sowl !"
"That is trne," agreed Gerard. "The deabh from anow
Frank fancied thnt lw had J:rightcnecl them a.way bnt
.
'f
l
Uera
. nl only smil d, and Haicl:
poiHon is an agonizing one. To be shot is more merm u .
" When the l\1 brsi nrc si lent is th e time to drearl them ! "
But let u. g-nnnl ngaim;t the poison if we can."
"Yolt are right,' said Frank, earnestly. 'We must none
of us take

~l

And this was proved lrue.
r1 he Boomerang had Jloated along to a narrow spuc·e IH'-

reckless chance."

The .Boomerang was now gliding close alongside another twecn two islands, which wcr hemmed about with reeds.
And here the Mbcsi showed their hand.
wall of the rushes.
Not a sign

~.f

human }jfe was visible. But a huge hippo-

potamus slid into the deep water.
rrhe enemy was not iu sight but he was there just the
samr.
'I'his was clearly proved when suddenly a flight of arrows
came rattling against the wire .screen.
thi~l"

he cried.

"My cmiosity is arou ed.

I want to take a look at Lhesc curious warriors!"
"What arc you going to do i'" asked Oerard.
''I'm going to drive some of them out of their lliding-

I wfmt to take a look at them!"
"How can you do it?"

places.

went forward to the electric gtms.

Also another rope rose np in its rear.

The purpoRe of

They sought to entrap the Boomerang in this narrow
strait bctwern the two islands, and eaptme l10r by
coup-de-main.

darin~·

Frank saw and understood this plainly enough.
smiled grimly.

ITe

He knew that lw could cut thiR rope and go ahead easily
enough. But he did not do it.

"Yon shall sec ! "
l~'rank

From the water iu .front of the Boomerang there ro e ~l
rope whioh crossed its bow and stopped it.
the black warriors was plain.

Frank laid down his rifle.
"Enough of

The air suddenly became blu ·k with anows.
Also, javelins thrown at short range. fell upon the deck
But this was not all.

He plaeed a

dynamite shell in the breech.
Then he pointed the muzzle or t he gun into the reeds.
He pressed the electric button.
The pneumatic chamber was closed with a sharp "ping,"
ihcre was a little recoil, and the shell sped on its way.

He was curious to know what move the Mbesi would now
make. H e was not long left in doubt.
Almost instnntly the water fairly swllrmPd with the black
warriors. They c11me straight for the Boomerang's rail.
Fmnk stepped into th pilot-house to bl.' ready for thP
~avage

horde. He understood the peril.

Bnt he was also prepared for it. He did not intend that

Striking in the mid t of the reeds the effect can hardly
several hundred of the black- denizens should come onto thP
be described in words.
deck.
'rhere was a terrific roar, like the explosion of cannon,
So he pressed a small electric lever. The result wa'
nnd for a height of fully fifty feet a column of water and quickly maclr manifest.
crushed reeds rose into the air.
The entire rail of the Boomerang, by an ingenious device.
This was not all.
was thus charged with deadly force of electricity.

A space of several square yards in extent was laid level
Barney and Pomp had opened upon the black rascals with
and dark forms in light coracles were seen scurrying into their Winchester!:. Gerard bounilecl into the pilot-house
little passages along the reeds as fast as paddle could carry and cried:
them.
"They are coming aboarcl of us, Frank. Wllat shall we
Only for a•tew brief moments were the Mbesi visible:

do?"
Then they vamshed as completely ag if swallowed up lJ~'
"Keep cool," repliPd thC' young inventor.
the river current itself.
vided for that."

"I have pro-

But the plan had failed.
·'You have:'"
HYes."
The Boomerang now started forward. The rope stretched
.. s the strait was broken like thread.
acro
"May I a:;k how?"
Once more into the open the machine floated.
"Keep yom eyes open and you will see."
The young explorer accepted this logical piece oi' advice,
'rhe distant shore was seen, but a number of islands yet
and he did sec very quickly.
intervened and the cot?-rsc through the saw-grass was narStraight for the Boomerang's rail the blacks sprang. row and tortuous.
One of them placed a hand upon it.
There was a vivid flash, and he uttel'ed a yell like that
of a lost spirit and fell back into the water.
CHAPTER IV.
As fa$t as the blacks came in contact with the electrified
rail they were all Rerved the same.
DEFEA'r OF TilE BLACK .FOE.
The water was fillc l with struggling forms.
1\ot one of them was able to get aboard the Boomerang.
One contact with the electrified rail wa quite sufficient.
Gerard had declared that the :Mbesis would make another
So terrific a shock did some oi them get that they sanlc attack upon the Boomerang.
in the water to rise no mor .
And this was proved CO L'rect.
Gerard, who gazed upon the scene, wat-i f'pellbound.
'uddenly as the machine cut red t.he nanow channel a
host of canoes darted out of the saw-grass.
0£ course l1e comprehended the situation, and said;
'l'hesc all carried a number of closely-woven nels, and
"Upon my \\"Orcl, that iH more ffcdi,·c, Frank, than bl1e
Frank realizrd at once tho danger of contact with thes ·.
electric gun !"
'l1 hey would entwine themselveH about l he pad.Clles aucl
"It is fully as adequate," dcelarcd Frank "<Lnd Lhe
~laughter is not so l!rC<I t."
clog them, r;o lhat the machine would be unable to go forIn Yain the waler nalivcs tried Lo get aboard Lhc Boom- ward.
orang.
Evidclltly the natives were tedwning upon this, for U1ey
rot ttntil dozens of their best men were lying under Lhe were hastily spreading the nets through the waLcr and clear
t<urface dead did they sec the folly of their attempt.
acro,:s the channel.
.\.nd then U1cy desisted. Their retreat was as sudden as
For a moment l! rank thought o£ Lurning back and thus
the attack.
cheating the blaek rascals by making a detour.
In a twinkling every one o{ them was out of sight, tl1ey
But as he looked. back he saw that the water natives had
retreating into bhe saw-grass. Here they were lost to view. J,egun to spread their nets in the rear as well.
"Hurrah!" cried Gerard. "Tl1at means a victory,
The Boomerang was in a trap, themgh it was not yet corFrank!"
tain but that she cotllcl sail out of it ca~; ily enough.
"Yes," replied the young inventor, "of the kind .. ,
Had the Boomerang been a vessel, Frank would havt'
"Ah, do not put too light a value upon it!" cried the ex- laughed at the nets.
plorer. " f teU you these 111besi arc fors not to he despised.
But, being a ground \'cl1iclc and by no means constructed
All Africa11 Lravrlcrs fear them."
.for a water craft, she lutd not the headway or r-<peed nece ·"Well," ,:aid Frank, "do ynu think lhcy will venture to sar_y to break through a Yer_y greal obHtrucLion.
attack us again?'
Frank could have aYoidcd the channel by going .further
11
Y cs, I do. The Mbm~i is like a bull-dog, very persistent up stream, and a' things ·had turned out this might have
and once he gets a grip he never lets go!"
been a better move.
But as iL was, tbcrr was no. way but to forge ahead and
"He will be wi e and lel us alone. I could anniJ1ilatc the
whole of them with the dynamite gun!'
try and break through the nets.
It was strictly .ncccssar; ior the voyag rs to k~ep behind
"It might have been a mercy if you had!"
"Oh, but I do not like carnage. They are human beings t11e wire screen.
still, though of a very poor kind. Let them live!"
A wound from one of the aJTows meant certain death.
The dec·k wae co\wrd with alTo~·s and lances and battle
"At least r know of no antidote," c1eelared Gerard.
, 'o Frank put on all speed and the machine fairl.Y dove
e:luk
These had been hurled al the Boomerang in the hopes of 'into the midst of the canoes.
'.rhere was a jar and a shock, and a ~:udden rending sendoing it some damage.
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sation. Then the dynamos buzzed, but the Boomerang obstinately refused to move.
It had come to a complete stop.
The Mbesis with yells of triumph saw this advantage that
they had gained. This time in attacking the Boomerang
they pursued different tactics.
A score of canoes swarmed alongside, and aYoiding the
deadly rail, a number of the warriors prang on deck.
Gerard Benton was as pale as a ghost.
"lily God!" he cried, ''they have come aboard of us,
Frank!"

CO.\ 1'.

The deck of the Boomerang wa · of steel. Frank could
easily charge it with the electric fluid.
But in doing this he would injure himself a mu..:h a-;
the enemy unless the non-conducting platforms were used.
Barney and Pomp quickly returned with these.
The savages were howling like fiend , and just now an
incident occurred which nearly terminated !Jhe life of Frank
Heade, Jr.
One of the f e found a loophole, and taking ~im through
it, fired an arrow at Frank.
It passed through the young inventor's coat, but barely

The young inventor's face wore an anxious expression, mi sed cutting the skin.
Had the arrow drawn blood, it would have been the end
but he was as cool as could be.
"Don't get excited," he said. "We will look out lOl' of Frank Reade, Jr., for the arrow was a poisoned one.
For a moment everybody trembled with dread apprchenthem !"
~ion anrl horror.
Barney :mel Pomp shot down several of the savage upon
""My God! Are you wounded, Frank?" cried Gerard.
the deck, but they could not get all in range.
"Begorra, it's bad cess to the divil !"howled Barney, and
The Mbesis were demons in the way of pluck, and they
he let fly with his repeater.
seemed to set death at naught.
The ball struck the black full in the eye and he dropped
W:ltcnever one came in contact with the rail he was hurled
instantly. But others .were coming.
overboard like a shot from a catapult. ·
Pomp, however, had pressed a spring that closed all the
But the wily natives had learned to look out for this.
loopholes, o that danger was disposed of for the time.
They sprang clear of it from their canoes to the deck.
Frank pulled off his coat and drew the arrow from the
The water was black with them.
lining of his inner vest.
The , ituation was cdtical.
But fortunately this was all the damage clone. It had not
It was evident that something radical must be done, and
made a fieRh wound.
at once. But Frank Reade, Jr., had not been idle.
It wa. a narrow escape, and for a moment nobody felt at
To fire the electric gun was out of the question, as ' thc
all like joking. Frank was the most unconcerned.
savages were too near to get a line upon them.
"Not the closest e·capc lever had!" he said coolly, "but
However, Frank was determined to drive them from the
yet close c110ugh for all necessary ends !"
deck of the Boomerang if desperate means had to be rcWith thi Rplucky remark, the esprit Ju corps of the little
sorted to to do so.
party seemed to at once revive. Gerard picked up his rifle
The :Mbesis were pounding upon the steel network with
auJ cried :
their axes, and trying to drive their javelins through it.
"\Yell, let us get back at the black ra cals for that. We
Of course, it resisted all their efforts, but yet the situamust drive them from the dec~, or they ·will hack their way
tion was, to say the lea t, unpleasant.
in here and get at us !"
Frank rushed into the engine room and procmed a couple
"Hold on!" cried Frank. "I have a better plan."
of electric wires. These he connected with the dynamos.
". h, what is it?"
Then he carried them into the cage where his compan"Let all get on the glass stools."
ions were.
The order was obeyed.
"What shall we do, Frank?" cried Gerard, excitedly. "We
"Now," said Frank, "J need hardly say to look out antl
can't shoot the rascals, for they are not in range of the not come in contact with the deck!"
loopholes !"
'rhe young inventor wore rubber gloves, o that he was in"I'll fix them!" declared the young inventor. " Barney sulated, aml could handle the wire with impunity.
and Pomp, bring those glass legged platforms from the
H e carried a little key in his right hand, which held the
pilot-house!"
current in due check.
The two servitors hastened away to do his bidding.
It was but a moment's work to fasten the heavily charged
These wooden platforms with knobs of glass for support· wirrs to the deck.
Then Frank pressed the key.
were provided for just such an exigency as the present.
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In an in taut every iron or metal thing about the BoomThe Celt gave one yell, and made a flymg leap for the
erang was heavily charged.
deck of the Boomerang.
What followed was comical as well as startling.
"Howly murther !"he gasped. "Divil a bit do I want to
There were possibly a hundred of the black natives on the do wid th.im spalpeens, bad cess to thim !"
deck. As if hurled by giant hands these were unceremoniously thrown into the air.
Some of them fell on the deck insensible, some leaped
overboard in tenor, and others were •h urled over the rail.
CHAPTER V.
In less time than it takes to tell it the deck was literally
cleared of the whole motley crew.
MONARCHS OF TIIE JUNGLE.
It was a complete Waterloo for the travelers.
Tl1e Mbesis were panic stricken. They could not cope
Barney's yell of alarm, of course, brought everybody out
successfully with such a mysterious power, and which they
on deck. The Celt was dancing about like a maniac.
could not comprehend.
Pomp laughed hilariously, but Gerard said seriously:
No doubt they were thoroughly convinced that the de~
"It is lucky that you did get out of the way, Barney.
fenders of the Boomerang were possessed of witchcraft or
Those are very deaclly reptiles. They are puff adders, ancl
other supernatural power, and from that moment the Boomtheir fangs are deadly."
erang was safe from further attack.
"Bejabers, I don't want any part av thim !" declared the
The Mbesis, or the survivors rather, scattered like chaff
Celt, "divil a foire will I make out there!"
into their fastness in the reeds and were not seen again.
"There is no need of making a fire out there!" said
The nets were cut by Barney, who ventured into the water
Frank. "Pomp can do all his cooking aboard the rnaunder the Boomerang's bow.
chine."
Then the Boomerang went on without further molesta"Dat am so, sah !" affirmed Pomp; "jes yo' bring me a
tion to the o-pposite bank of the Kuango.
brace ob clem fine fat pheasants ober dere in de woods an'
" Well," said Geraril, with a breath of relief, " T am satisI show you berry quick P'
fied. We have certainlv. done a biO'
in subduinO'
b thing~
0 the
The pheasants alluded to by the darky were beauties of
}fbesis; they arc the worst lot of natives in Africa."
their species, and were visible in the jungle near.
Beyond the Kuango river was a long, level stretch of
Barney shot two of them, even at that distance, but posiprairie and over this the Boomerang bowled merrily.
tively declined to go for them.
It had just been swept by a :fire and therefore the surface
''.A. v anybody wants thim, be me sowl he kin go an' get
was qufte smooth.
thim !" he declared; "bad cess to the snakes, but I'll niver
For miles the Boomerang krpt pn at tremenilous speed.
do it!"
Then night shut down.
'
Pomp, who had seen too many boyhood experiences with
In tl1e tropics there is very.. little twiliO'ht
·' 'vith the 0O'Oin"'t"1
t"
the
moccasins and rattlers of the sunny South to be afraid
down of the sun all becomes dark almost instantly.
As it was unpleasant as well as difficult to travel by night, of snakes, volunteered to go.
He went an~ returned safely, to the amazement of Barthe Boomerang was usually laid up in some good spot, all(1
ney.
thr travelers spent the night there.
"Mcbbe it's a sna1ce charmer yez are !" he cried. "Shure,
Upon the present occaRion a small oasis was Riglitrcl in
I've heard that snakes will n.iver bite a hayth.in, anyway!"
t11e broad ancl level plain.
"Golly!" ejaculated Pomp, "dat may be de berry rca. on
This was a clump of trees anil junglr. .A.R thr Boomerang drew up in its verge, ehattering troops of monkeys wm1t why yo' am so afraid of being bited !"
The pheasants were roasted for supper and made a toothracing among the tree brancJ1es.
.A.R there was a water-hole ncar, it was decided to stop some meal.
herr for the night.
The little jungle and patch of woods seemed filled with
animal
ancl bircl life.
Barney got out, and collecting !"ome fagots, started a tire·.
All manner of gorgeously plumed songsters flew among
H e had just ignited it when a literal swarm of poisononR
the
branches. The monkeys came clown in troops to inspect
snakes emerged from holef' in the porous soil.
Now if there is one thing that an Irishman is afraid of it the new arrival, the curious invention of man.
They evidently viewed it with favor, for after a consideris a snake.
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able spell of gibberish they came slowly down a branch
'rhen Barney, acting upon the impul e, uicl a very foolish
near.
thlng.
Then about a dozen of them laid hold of tails awl swu11g
He rushed to a loophole and fired at the lion.
down, making a living pendulum m!l.lly yards in length.
His aim was true enough, but, of course, the bullet di d
Swinging with momentum increased, the lowcsl monkey not give a fatal wound.
was swept over the rail of the Boomerang and clutched it.
In an instant the big beast was coming full bent for the
Instantly down this living ladder came a half hundred of machine. It was a thri11ing moment.
tbe romping denizens.
He cleared the rail and struck agail1st the steel cage with
'rhey ran chattering over the deck until Frank came sud- fearful impact.
denly out of the cabin.
'rhe Boomerang shook from stem to stern. For a moThen up the ladder they wCJlt like a streak, the lower ment it seemed as if the king of beasL would come right
monkey let go his hold, and the living rope went up like a through the light cage.
flash.
But he did not.
Frank Reade, Jr., knew of what sort of material this was
It was amusement to the travelers, and so absorbed were
made,
and was not fearful oi its giving wa.y.
they in the antics of the monkeys that they were indeed
Gerard fled into the cabin, and Barney and Pomp to th~
startled when the earth trembled with a sudden awful roar.
Though none of the party but Gerard had ever seen a live
African lion in his native jungle, they all knew that the
king of beasts was the author of that terrifying call.
And as they turned, there he stood in the very verge of
the jungle, a monster of his species.
He was lashing his yellow tail and glaring at the Boomerang fiendishly.

pilot-hou e.
The lion got in some savage work with his claws upon the
netting, but could not tear his way through.
Frank very coolly regarded the beast, as he clung to the
netting, trying vainly to claw his way through.
"For mercy's sake, Frank, don't ~ake any chances!'' crief1
Gerard.

Despite the fact that the travelers felt safe in their steel
"Don't worry," said the young inventor, coolly. "I don't
cage, they regarded the monster not without tenor.
mean to."
"Golly!" gasped Pomp with chattering teeth, "kain't say
He watched the lion for some moments. He was deliberc1at I want to make de close acquaintance ob dat chap."
ating upon the best method of killing him, when Pomp
"Bejabers, he's enu:ff to give wan a nightmare!" chat- came out of the engine-room.
"Here, Marse Frank !'r he cried. "I clone fink we fix him
tercel Barney.
"Are--are you quite sure thls cage is safe, Frank?" asked dis way I"
Gerard. "Those fellows are powerful beyond all powers of
The darky had rubber gloves on, and held a wire gingerly
realization."
at arm's length. Frank saw the point.
Frank laughed. at this.
"Good for you, Pomp!" he cried. "That is just what
"Have no fears!" he cried; "that chap will never dare tv will clo it."
tackle us. If he does he will get the worst of it."
"I think he will attack us," said Gerard.
"You do?"
"Yes, and I know these African lions quite well. 'rhey
are a very i'erocious animal."
"Well," said the young inventor, stoutly, "I cannot see
the policy of running from him."
"By no means! but-- Ah, look there!"
The lion at this moment shook his shaggy mane and
roareu until the echoes came back like the r:everberation of
thunder.

The darl\.')' ventured close to the netting where the lion
now hlmg with his body press.ed firm against it.
It was an easy matter to thrust the wire through and
against the lion's body, taking care not to charge the cage

at the same time.
Then Pomp turned on the current.
The lion was a powerful monster, but the electric current
more powerfu 1.
With a terrible roar the beast was fairly hurled from tlw
cage and over the rail.
There it floundered about on the gro1md. Barney nnd
~hen he advanced slowly toward the Boomerang.
Gerard poured shots into him with their rifles.
Once he paused, sniffmg the air.
In a few moments the struggle was over.
<• He has our scent," said Gerard; «be as,;urcc1, he means
The king of bea ts was Sllbdued. Death had overcon11'
business!"
him.
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He did not answer, allrl. the realization evidently burst
·' Whooray !" yelled Barney. '' Y cz are a brick, naygur!
upon
her that he was dead.
hure it's his skin we'll have fer a foine xug !"
I
"Ycs, he hat; magnificent Cur, ' said Gerard; ''he is as
This caused her to uLter lugubriouB moans and cries
Rplendid a specimen as 1 ever saw."
which brought the cubs tumbling up to the spot.
Lashing her tail in a broken-hearted manner she circled
Frank op<?ned the cage door and stepped nut on deck.
1
"Bring your kniYcr;, Barney and Pomp," he cried. ' Flay about the body of her dead mate.
him while he is yet warm!"
The explorers Would have felt some keen pangs of com"Then give hit< carca<:<" to the hyenas," said Gerard. punction had she been a harmless species of animal.
But as it was they were fully conscious o:f their good for"There will be a million of them down here after dark."
''All roight, sor !" cried Barney. "Git a move on ycz, tune in having the protection of the cage.
naygur !"
"Wouldn't she avenge his fate if she could get at us!"
"S'posin' yo' do de ~amc, l'ish!" retorted the darky. criedGerard. "Well,youmaybesureshewould."
·• Doan' beliebe yo' kin do dat any quichr den 1 e:an."
"Begorra, I'm glad I'm not out there!" declared Barney,
"Easy there! Don' t get quarreling," admonished :Frank. with a shiver.
Then the two jokers, w:ith long flaying knive.s, appeared.
Bul just as they were leaving the deck they were brought to
a f'harp halt.

A frightful roar woke the echoes.
pered back into the cage.

Instantly they scam-

"Gol1y !" gasped Pomp. "Wba' cbber was dat ?"
"Begorra, the big divil's cum to loife agin !" cried Barney.
"Xo 1" ('l'irrl Grrarrl.
rub!'. See!''

This

mlR

trur.

"'J'herc is the lioness and her

CHAPTER VI.
IN THE RAPIDS.

"We are not done with her yet" declared Frank.
This was true.
The lioness suddenly ceased her lamentations. One of
her vub~ essayed to play with her; but she cu.ffcd him yards
away.

From the fort'9ll rlepth t' lhr rlrnrllion'R mate nad come.
he had heard the shots, and scented the blood from afar.
Lt was evident that her spirit was aroused. She thirsted
There r;hc F<toocl on the edge o:f the jungle, a thrilling pir-for vengeance.
Jure. Her head was rearerl high, and she waR gazing at th·'
She rose upon her h<ttu1Ches, and a.t that moment saw the
Boomerang with app~rent curiosity ancl anger.
travelers in the cage.
Barney was about to open upon her with his Winchester.
The effect was thrilling.
But Frank cried:
Her jaws opened and shut with a ringing snap, and she
"No. do not do that! Let us see what she will do!"
uttered a loud roar.
"TI1at is right!" cried Gerard. "We know that she canThen with one bound she cleared the rail and came flying
not harm us!"
against the steel cage.
rrwo cubs were with h.er. Thes.e were little fellows, yet
But it proved as efficieJ+t a shield against her attacks as
evidently about weaned. They were frolicking in the jollithat of her mate.
est kind of a way.
In vain :::he clawed and growled.
For some moments the lioness regarded the Boomerang
The wire net-ting was firm.
•
in this curious manner.
"What \rill we do, Frank?" cried Gerard; "shall we give
She growled, but her voice was not like that of the lion.
her the same dose?"
.... uddenly she began to advance, lashing l1er tail.
"or course!" replied the young inventor, ."there is no
Nearer she drew to the Boomerang, sniffing the air constantly. It was certain that she had scented the blood of other course. '
"But it seems too bad lo leave the cubs without a
her dead mate.
She suddenly came in sight of him lying in the grass. 1~other."
"Shoot them, too. There arc too many such ravenous
With one bound she rearl1ecl bim.
beasts
in the world.'.
She smelled 4im all over, and licked the blood from his
Nobody could deny the logie of thi~. 8o Pomp gave the
shaggy mane. Then she struck him a playful blow \Vith her
lioness the same treatment that he had the lion.
paw.
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She soon lay dead beside her liege lord. The cubs were
easily shot and now the coast seemed clear.
The monkeys can1e chattering back in the trees, which
was evidence that there were no more of the savage beasts
in the vicinity.
So Barney and P omp this time descended in safety, and
removed the skins of the two lions and the cubs.
Then the position of the Boomerang was changed some
few hundred yards to the west.
Then darkness shut down.
Pomp had prepared a steami,rlg meal, and all proceeded
to do justice to it.
While they were all in the cabin thus eating, there came
a series of strange sounds as if something was beating furiously against the cage.
Out pn deck all rushed.
It was a curious sight which they beheld. Numberless
small black objects were beating against the cage.
They were seen to be vampire bats, legions of whi€h were
attracted by the glare of the electric lights.
Some of them, dashing too hard, fell upon the deck, fluttering and limp.
For fully an hour these curious night visitants continued
to assail the Boomerang.
Then they vanished as quickly as they •had come.
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and it was necessary to make many miles detour to the
northward.
Great herds of buffalo were started from the deep glens,
and there' were plenty of deer.
The heat was something intol erable, and the travelers
were fain to lie about the deck half naked.
Great care was now necessary not to get mired.
This was much to be dreaded, for jt would not be easy
to lift the Boomerang out of the quicksand.
Sinee leaving the Mbesis nothing had been seen of any
natives.
But Gerard said :
"1 am famiHar with tlus region. I once penetrated far
beyond here. We shall soon be in the Kassongo Co_untry.
The Mairis Country is just to the south, and the two nations are ever at war."

"Indeed !" exclaimed Frank, "are they peaceably inclined
toward the white man?"
'' T·he Kassongos are. But the Mairis are the most treacherous and deadly of all the black tribes."
"Indeed!"
"But the Kassongos, naturally a peac~ful people, have a
worse foe to dread than their black neighbors."
"Indeed! What may it be?"
"All through this region the slave hunter has left his foul
Gerard explained this by pointing up to a number of tracks. They are the curse of Central Africa."
huge birds, which circled high up in the darkened sky.
Frank's eyes flashed.
"Those are the African night 'hawks," he declared.
"We may come across some of the gentry," he said.
"They are the terror of the vampire!"
"Oh, we are sure to."
Now, from the distance, came prolonged howls and cries.
"Then we may be able to give them an opinion of their
These were the hyenas coming to their feast.
nefarious occupation."
They had scented the carcasses of the lions, and were
"Good for you !" cried Gerard. "You have a soul. I
eager to be the first to t ear and rend them.
hope you will give them a severe lesson."
Soon a legion of them were wrangling and quarreling
"I will endeavor to.''
over the refuse. Gerard made remark :
~ ·a . "Th e
For two days the Boomerang made an effort to circuit the
"To-morrow you w1'll h ar dly fi nd a bone, , h e ;;al
·
t
th
quags.
It finally resulted in reaching a broad and swift
,
·
hyenas are the grea est scavengers on ear 1.
river.
"I believe you," agreed Frank. "The prairie coyote is
Frank selected a good place to ford and pushed the
not in their class."
With this episode the exciting events of the night ended. Boomerang into the water.
The machine started for the opposite shore.
Barney was elected to watch the first half of the night
All speed was put on the paddles, but they seemed wholly
and Pomp the latter.
Daybreak found all once more on deck and ready for the inadequate. The current swept the machine momentarily
down stream.
resumption of the journey.
A cry of alarm escaped Gerard.
Leaving the oasis the Boomerang once more bowled away
"Oh, Frank!" he shouted; "we are going full on the
over the broad prairie.
Good time was made for a while, but after the noon hour rocks!"
the grouna became more uneven and great savannas came
Glancing down stream the young inventor saw the deadl y
to view.
rapids just below.
Here there were treacherous quagmires and mud holes,
It was a moment of intense peril. In vain he crowded
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the dynamos. The unwieldy machine could not stem the
current.
H it should strike those jagged rocks there was a strong
likelihood that the running gear, if not the body of the
Boomerang, would be wrecked.
It looked as i.f the great journey, not half completed, was
to meet with an ignominious end.
All was the most intense excitement.
"My God, we are lost!" cried Gerard in an agony.
But Frank's quick eye saw a way out of the dilemma.
He rushed out upon deck with a huge coil of rope. One
end of this he looped about the mast in the bow of the
Boomerang.
"Come here, Pomp!" he shouted.
"A'right, sah !" cried the darky with alacrity.
"You are a good swimmer?"
"Yes, sah !"
"Then take the end of this rope. Over with you and
make the shore. Throw it around the nearest tree."
Pomp needed no second bidding.
Over the rail he went.
He was a literal water dog.
He breasted the current with ease, and catching an eddy,
was swept toward the shore.
A moment later he crawled out of the water.
Up the bank he sprang. There was a huge oak just over
the bank. About this he threw the coil of rope.
A hali hitch and then the slack came up to a taut line.
The Boomerang was anchored.
There the machine hung in the poweriul current.
There was danger, of cour ·e, of the rope breaking. The
tension was tremendous.
Gerard threw off his coat.
"Give me another rope, Frankl" he cried. "I'm a good
swimmer. I can make it."
Over the rail went the daring young explorer.
He breasted the current nobly. Soon two ropes held the
Boomerang from the deadly rapids.
For the nonce the machine was safe. But how was it to
be pulled ashore?
Gerard and Pomp tried their strength on the ropes, but it
was of no avail.
The weight was too great. Seeing this Frank cried:
"Hold on! I'll come out to help you!"
He and Barney leaped overboard and also swam ashore.
But the combined ~trength of all four was not sufficient.
Here was a predicament.
What was to be clone?
Frank conceived the iclea of attaching another rope to
the stern and going clown tream to get a different bearing
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on the Boomerang. But to his dismay he saw that the stern
had drifted in between two huge rocks, and this was what
was holding the machine so fast.
For a moment the travelers were overcome with despair.
A. well might the Boomerang have gone over the rapids.
It apparently could not be e2rtricated.
"Mercy!" exclaimed Gerard. " 1\Te are done for now. Is
it not a pity that this catastrophe should terminate our
trip?"
"Don't be so Rure of it!" said Frank, ever hopeful.
"Do you believe the Boomerang can ever be got off that
rock?"
"We will never cease trying."
But at this mnment Barney and Pomp came running
do>m the bank in terror.
There was apparently good cause for this, for glancing
llp to the bank above Frank nnd Gerard saw a number of
naked forms slip out of the deep forest.
They were savages armed with bows and javelins.

CHAP TER VII.
THE SLAVE HUNTERS.

At that moment Frank Reade, Jr., fully expected to feel
the point of a poisoned arrow and to realize that his life's
work was clone.
But tlus did not come.
On the contrary Gerard gave a cry of joy.
"Hurrah!" he cried. " The friendly Kassongos! Jo11·
we shall have help, Frank!"·
"Friendly!" gasped the young inventor. "What do you
mean?"
"Didn't I tell you that the Kassongos were friendly to
the white man?"
"Then these are the friendly natives ! .we are in luck!"
"That we are !" cried Gerard, gaily.
The clue£ of the deputation of Kassongos was coming
down the bank and making friendly demonstrations of welcome.
Gerara met him half way.
In his former explorations in the dark continent he had
made himself fairly familiar with the language of the Kassongos.
This stood him in good stead now, for he was able to
make the chief umlerstam1 him.
Gerard and the chief were almost immediately up01~
pleasant terms.

' 11
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::!kirting Litis <tftcr <1. time a wide clearing in the edge of a
Great Htrong .fellows were the Kassougot>, jutlL Lhe type
mighty Im·est wm; ::;een.
for the slave hunters to select.
llerc were the curious conical huts of the blackH.
"Frank!" cried Gerard, turning aboul. ··this is King
The village wa~ <:unounded with a high . tockade of pali·
Kalolo, and one of the big chie1s of the trib . He swears to
be our friend."
;;adcs, 1rith intricate brushwork lo I rolect the wartiors who
Frank returned the black cluef's sal utation and Gerard were defending the plac:c.
went on:
Thl' Boomerang <'ntered lhe dearing just at a critical
"He tells me that there is a slave hunting gang of Por- moment.
Luguese not twenty miles above here now. They arc <lbout
A Jarge baUll of white men and hostile Mairis, armed with
to attack and devastate a village."
rifles, were just abont l.o ·arr.v a part of the stoc·kade.
Frank's blood tingled.
The Kassongos, who knew that they wrn' fighting for
"Do you mean it?" he asked.
their liberty, were defending the pass mosL 1le~peraLely.
"I know Kalolo for an honest man.''
But the foe se med to have thl' be,;( o[ il on account of
"If the Boomerang was only out of this scrape we would their superior weapons and tadic~.
go there at once."
"'I'here the dogs arc !'' cried Ucnml. ·• Hun them I')

"H that is the only barrier!" cried Gerard, "we'll soon,
1;emedy that."
]'rank was surprised.
"How?" he asked.
"W11y, here are a score of these muscular blacks. 'l'hey
can pull a tree up by the Toots. They will gladly helri us ! ''
'Ask them," said Fl·ank, eagerly.
Gerard haf;tened to do this.
The reply was prompt.
"Kalolo says that he will do anything we ask of him if we
will only help him defeat the slave hur.tcr. !"
"Tell him he may be sme of that," replied Frank.
"Then you will ee the Boomerang come ashore safely. "
The entire band of blacks now laid hold of the ropes. Oi
course such tremendous power could not help but tdl.
The big machine slowly stemmed the current -and began
to come ashore.
Steadily the natives drew orr the ropes. The Boomerang
Tolled out of the water.
"What did I tell you?" cried Gerard. "Now we arc
ready, Frank."
"Yes," agreed the young inventor; «we will defeat those
rascally slave traders."
Kalolo and his men were much interested in the Boom-

earth!"
The Boomerang went booming uown toward them.
The chief Kalolo and his men ruRhcd cxcilcdly toward
the stockade, waving their arms and )'elling wildly to their
f n·en ds.
The slave !tunter:; mu ·t have Lren amazed at the sudden
appearance of the Boomcr<111g upon the ~ccnc, Jor they ~ud
denly ceased .firing.
'fhcn they beat a retreat to the cover of the jungle.
Frank brought the Boomerang hetwcrn them and Lhc native town and faced it about.
This was no sooner clone than one or th<? Rlaw huntcr:-;PorLu guesc---~;ieppcd out into view auJ
hailed the machine.
"Who the devil arc you!'" he cried in 'panish. •'Wha t
do you want here?"
Frank was a good linguist and under,;tood tlpanish per·
Icclly 1rcll. At once he anR\\'cred:
a tall, powerful

" \\'e arc Americans, ancl Rlavcry was long since abolished
in our country!"
A Spanish oath came bae:l·.

«Well, J am Miguel GspCI:cnza, and chief of this band.
\\"c ;u,k vou to go on your way and lean: u:-; l.o our own
devices."

erang.
"I would be a traitor to justice and a coward to do that!"
They crowded about it, examining it carefully. 'l1heir
replied Frank.
admiration and interest was 1mbouncled.
"Then you mean to interfere with UK?"
As soon as possible the travelers boarded the machine and
"We do ! \\' c mean to defend thes" si mple and unpro·
took a northward course for the bcleagllered village as ditected natives from your designs!"
rected by Kalolo.
The nativrs ran alongside the machine. The twenty
Fury most fearful showed itself in Miguel Espcrcnza\;
miles was covered in the course of the day, the blacks being manner.
wonderful travelers.
Toward night distant fi ring wal:l heard.

"Interfere \dth us and you die," he hissed.
1'hc heavy jun- break your wagon all to pieces!''

gle prevented the scene of action from being seen.

"We will

" 1 warn you not to try iL," replied .Frank, grimly. "You
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haw the chance to escape condign pullishment. I advise
you to go on your way and let these people alone!"
··We rlefy you!'' yelled the .lave hunter.
'!'hen he dodged bacl< into the jungle. The next moment
a storm of bullets came rattling against the cage.
Of course they did no harm.
But the onslaut:rht angered Prank. He went forward to
the electric gun.

The simple-hearted KaFsongos were delighted and did all
in their power to entertain their visitors.
After the feast, which consisted of a roasted buffalo, a
moon dance was giYen b.r the soung men and women.
rrhcn the native musicians played a wild and weird
melody 11pon reed instruments and rude drums.
This completed the nigllt's entertainment, and a little
past miclnight everybody retired to rest.
'I'hc searchlight turnrd fullnpon the jungle guarded wrll
'·l'vc a mind· to give it to those fellows savage," he . aid.
agail1St
any attack from that tlirection.
"'lhey deserve it," saicl Gerard.
So the night passed without incident .
.. No doubt; ancl yet 1 shrink from human slaughter.' '
Shortly after d1mn negro runner!'! came in with the an"Ah, but they arc many times murderers! There is no
t
nouncement
that the slaYe huntl'rs hail abandoned their
rt'ason. why they should not be punished."
"You arc right!" agreed Frank. "I will give them one pol'ition and gone clown the river in crtnoes on their way to
the sea.
>-hot anyway."
This was joyful news to the Yillagcrs and they hailed the
With which he trained the gun.
lt was luclry that he dicl so, for at that moment from the cxplore~·s and the Boomerang as their deliverers.
jungle bur t forth the entire attacking party.
Kalolo the king made Frank a present of several beautilt was plain that they intended to attack the Boomerang. ful and very valuable ivory tusks as evidence of his grati They were speedily to repent their folly.

tucle.
The young inventor was much pleased. Overtures were
Quick as a flash, Frank depressed the muzzle of the gun
nnd pres ed the electri c lever.
maclc to confer an unlimited number of wives upon him,

There was a slight shock as the pneumatic chamb r work- but he hastily declined this honot.
. It was of course impracticable to remain longer in the
Pd, and the g<m was discharged.
The shell struck in a heap of jungle grass directly in vicinity. So leave was tal<en of the Kassongos, much to
their regret.
front of the advancing foe.
'I'he Boomerang left the little town far behinel ~na soon
The havoc created was frightftll.
Up into the air rose a heap of debris ancl shattered hu- was well along on her way to the ea t coast.
man forms. One such shot was enough.
It was sufficient to &how the slave hunters that their efforts were naught alongside this terrific engine of warfare.
Frank sent another shot after them to effectually disperse
them, and the battle was over.

CHAPTER VIII.

''They will not return," said Germ·cl, positively. "Their
IN THE D.\.RK FORES'l'.
lraclcr is dead. I saw him when he was blown up.''
'I'he joy of the Kassongos at tl1eir unexpected deliverance
For many clay the Boomerang kept on her course over
'''a moRt intense.
wild plains, broken com1try, sldrting high mountains, an(1
Kalolo and his men had already spread the fame of the threading its way across intricate valleys.
The course they were now pursuing was likely to bring
Boomerang tl1rough the native town.
).fen, women and children all turned out to ·eo the fa- them to Lake Tanganyika.
mous vehicle which had proved their deliverance.
They were now in the region unexplored by Gerard, and
It would be diffieult to picture the scrne with words.
he was right in his element.
A grand evening fete waR ordered by the king. A native
This was just what he had desired, ancl he was constantl.1·
feast was also prepared.
upon the qui vivc to note all the various points of interest.
rro mention all the incidents of the great journey from
The Boomerang could not proceed further just then, for
coast
to coast would Tequirc many voln.mes.
the shacleg of night were fa t settli ng uown.
One uay, after a long run across a prairie, they entered a
Tt was as good a place as could be selected to pass the
Hight, and Frank so announced it. Everybody was satisfied deep anc1 intensely dark wood.
There was no way but to cut right Lhrough this which
with the clecHon.

..
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was done. The Boomerang pushed on for a while in a sort
o.f wide path, which Gerard averred was an elephant trail.
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o human-like did the apparition look that all in the
party gazed at it spell-bound.

" They go down this way to water," he declared. "It is
very easy to see that."

None but Gerard had ever seen the gorilla in his native
haunts. But this was an unusually large specimen of the

"In that rase," said Frank, "we ought to come upon some beast.
of the monsters before long."

"Great heavens!" gasped Gerard, "that is the biggest ape

"We are apt to at any moment."

I ever saw. Look out for him!"

But though the Boomerang penetrated rapidly deeper
into the forest yet nothing was seen of the elephants.

The gorilla was regarding the machine with apparently
the deepest of amazement.

:But it nnw became necessary to use the searchlight, so in-

His prodigious arms reached fully to his feet.

In one

tense was the gloom, though it was mid-day.

hand he carried a cudgel as large in diameter as a small
- The trees were so tall and the branches so intertwined tree.

•

that the sun could not .find its way through.

The strength and tenacity of the gorilla is well known.

"We are now in the Dark Forest of Central A,frica," cleclared Gerard. " This is the abode of the mysterious dwarf.;
and alao of the giant ape or gorilla."
".Begnrra, I'd loike to see wan av thim," averred

X othing in the animal kingdom compares with it.
This monster ape could, with case, rend the most ferocious lion or fell an elephant with a blow of his club.

Barnc~· ·

Pomp laughed.

What would be the result of an attack upon the Boomerang.

"Phwat are yez lar.fin' at, yez black divil ?" spluttered the
Celt.

This same thought had occurred to every one m the
party. It gave each a terrible chill.

-Ttl tmly jes' need luk in de glass fo' to see one!'' cric1l
Pomp, and then laughed uproariou ly.

With his tremendous power and superior powers of

com~

prehension to the lions which had attacked the machine,

"Be me sowl, I'll have the heart av yez fer that insult!"
cried the Celt, mah.'ing a dive for Pomp.

why might he not succeed in breaking through the cage?
"M:itber prcsarve us!" gaspccl Barney, with chattering

He caught him, and the two went reclin 0rr about the clcck

teeth; "it's the divil himsilf !"

in a friendly wrestle.

"Golly!" exclaimed Pomp in sheer terror, "dis chiie clon'
This was suddenly terminated by the Boomerang coming want nuffin to do wif dat critter!"
unceremoniously to a halt.
Gerard and Frank were for the moment speechless. Bar"Bejabers, phwat's happened?" cried Barney, breaking ney, recovering himself, picked up his rifle.
away from his antagonist.
But Gerard cried out in terror :
• Frank had brought the machine to a stop for a good rea-

"No, no ! Don't fire ! It will do no good !"

son.

"Be me sowl au' why not?" cried the perplexed Irishman.

The und ergrowth had suddenly closed in so thickly that "Shure wud yez let him ate us all up?"
it was difficult to proceed.

"No; but you cannot kill him at this distance!" cried

While the young inventor was deliberating upon the be~t Gerard; "they are a very hard animal to kill and you shoulJ
way to ov~rcome this difficulty a startling thing occurred.

shoot only at close range!"

Suddenly a snarling cry came from a copse nearby.

"Put up your gun, Barney," sa icl Frank, authoritatively.

All on the deck tumed a gaze in that direction.

The Celt obeyed with reluctance. But the gorilla had by

What they saw none of them ever forgot. It was a most this time finished his cursory smvey of the machine.
terrifying sight.

And he quickly ended the suspense of the traveler· bY

There in th e verge of tlie copse was a giant form. It was making action.
at .first impression a strange species of mau with a hairy
•

skin.

First he opened his mouth, displaying hideous fangs, and

0

let out a terrific bellow.
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It was answered from the depths of the forest.

"Ye gods !" gasped Gerard; "there are others near !"
The gorilla now advanced slowly toward the Boomerang,
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"Never mind his head ! The bullets will glance off his,
skull! Fire for his abdomen!"
Before this advice could be heeded, however, the beast
was back on top of the netting.

brandishing his prodigious club.
His sull~n eyes :flashed viciously, and it was plain that he
meditated a savage attack upon the machine.
Frank went to the pilot-house and charged the rail of the
Boomerang with electricity.

Then he rushed forward, and here once more our travelers got a shot at him.
This time it told.
The bullet from Barney's rifle open.ed the brute's abdo-

Then the travelers waited.

men, and struck a vital part.

Straight on came the gorilla. Then whirling his club
aloft he :flung it with lightning speed straight at the cage.
It struck the netting with such force that the structure

He reeled, furiously tried again to get at those in the
cage, then sank panting down.
In a very few moments his career was ended. And the

shook. Then with ·a snarling cry the gorilla put a hand on African travelers were not sorry.
It was now looked for his mate to appear, but for some

the rail.

He gave it one savage pull ancl away came a section of it. reason or other she clicl not.
But in that instant he received the full shock of the electric
Frank found by making a detour that he could get inLo
current.
clear space in the forest again and the B<)Snnerang went on.
The result was peculiar.
Full two clays more were spent in the dark woods.
The brute's strength "·as prodigious, but the electric
:fluid was superior. It felled him like an ox.
But it was not a sufficient shock to kill him. He was only
momentarily confused.

Then suddenly the machine came out into clear country
again. Far to the eastward were rolling plains.
Once moTe the Boomerang sped on over clear ground.
Of course there were slight obstruction~; to avoid, such afl

Then maddened bellows broke from him and he sprang large stones, c.lumps of trees, and occasionally a stream to
upon the deck like a panther, clearing rail and all.
ford.
Straight for the steel cage he came, and for a moment it
seemed as if he would actually tear his way through it.
But it resisted his best efforts, and Gerard cried :
"The steel io; too much for him, Frank. Where is your
electric wire."
The insulated wire was brought from the engine-room.
But it now became difficult to get it in contact with him.
For the brute did not stay any length of time in one
place. He went to the top of the cage, and then aft to the
rear mast, where he tore down the ropes and flag and rent it

day.
At this junch\re Frank took his bearings, just as if he
was at sea. He made an important announcement.
"We are nearly two-thirds of the _way across the Continent," he declared. "In a da;y or two we should sight Lake
Tanganyika."
Cheers greeted this announcement.

It was

~ndeed

gratifying to know that they had sur-

mounted so many difficulties with success.

into shreds.
"Begorra, I've a moind to give hi.m wan fer that," cried

But all realized that the future held perhaps a harder
course than any yet encountered.

Barney.
"Go ahead," cried Frank.

But the Boomerang kept on without accident all of that

"Shoot at him! Anything

to kill the brute!"

"It will be no joke to cross Lake Tanganyika," declared

Gerard. "It is a mighty sheet of water, and the Boomer-

. e upon the brute. 'anO'o is not '~pecially seaworthy."
So Barney and Pomp bot h drew a hn
They :fired at him at that easy range.
· "I have thought of a detour around the southern end,"
The bullets, however, seemed to J1ave little effect upon said Frank.
him. further than to increase his fury.
Whereupon Gerard cried:

"Yon will strike a very marshy region between that and
Lake 1\focro."
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'' H it is pos ible for the machine to float , it will be the
best course for us to pursue."
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Gerar d was in his element an d speedily prepared for a
trip along the lake shore.

'·\Yait until we get to Lake Tanganyika and we can decide. But stay! T have a plan.''

·' r

will bc> ba.ck before nightfall," he cried.

"Have no

fears of my safety· I am perfectly familiar with the coun-

try."
"Yet, if you have not returned before a late hour, sh all
we not search for you?" asked };'rank.

HA PTER TX.

" 1r 1 do not turn up ;;afely before to-morrow morning
you may know ,omething has befallen me!" said Gerard.

BAHNBY Ar D POl\1P HAVE

O:I!E FUN .

'' .\ 11 right l''

With thi.· the young explorer ldt the machine.
"\\' ha t is it?" a ked Frank.

He at

once started away up tho beach and was soon lost to sight.

" If I remember right an old explorer told me that the

Barney and Pomp assiHt d Frank on tho machinery for
lo"'er part of Tanganyika \Yas cut up with peninsulas and some whilr. then an idea occurred to the Celt. .
itllands, making narrow strait just as in the Kuango river."
"Begorra, na,ygur !' he cried, "1'11 givr yrz an inYi.te. ''
" I ndeed !"
" Wha' am c1at, I'i.-Jh ?n asked. Pomp.

'' lf we :fin d that true 11e shall have but I ittle trouble .in
picking our way a eros by ea y stages."

me I'll take a bit av a clip in the

··' Let us hope that we will," said Frank. "T have no desire to encounter shipwreck."
·' r or I, in waters infested with

"l'm afther clyin' fer a swim.

hure, if yez will go wid
lake!'~

"I'll do rlat, sah !"

Frank did not object, and away the two jokers went.
crocodile~.

hi]Jpopotami,

and any amount of deadly reptiles. Wf' will not anticipate
it. though .''

down to the water's edge.
However, they found a small creek ncar, and following

~

" By no mean "'

But on account of quicksands they fouD!1 it difficult to get

As F rank had predicted, a <lay later lhe waters of the
great African lake burst into view.
It was like looking out upon the mighty ocean, and the

travelers gazed upon the great fre h water sea with deep

thi'l up a little way came to an inviting pool.
lt wa but a mnment's work for Barney to disrobe.

Pomp wa about to follow uit when an exigency presented itself.
'l'bc trees about were :filled with monkeys. H the swim-

interest.
The country was picturesque to a great degn'c about Lake
Tanganyika. The lake at thi. point coulcl only be approached by descending high bluffs and crossing- a beach o[

mcrs le:ft their dot]l('s upon the bank unguarded these reilicking rascal~> 1\'0Uicl cert.ainJy steal tl10m.
"Bejabers, I'd niver trust thim chattering divils !'' rleclared Barney. "8hurc, wud yez watch my clothe~ till I'Ye

white sand :fully half a mile wicle.

The Boomerang was stopped on the summit or t he blufl'i:l had me swim, naygur, an' thin I'l1 watch yours.''
and Frank cried :
''We will stay here for a while; I have orne little repah-ing t o do to the machinery. We can in the meanwhi le de-

"Dat am de be. ' way," agreed Pomp. ,"Go on wif yo·
clip.,,
Barney leaped into the water and Pomp sat down on hi:

cide how be. t t o cross the lake, and you, Gera rd. can do friend·s garments.

Tt was n. warm ,r1ay ancl the sun hnd a narcotic rfl'ect upon

orn e li ttle exploring on your own acco1.mt.''

" Which is an opporturrity I h ave long ought.'' cried Pomp ·s bra in. He grew rapidly very Jeepy.
" Dat man am jes' talrin' his tilne 'bout dnt swim!" lw

Cerurd, Teadily.

muttcrrd . " I donrfink dis ch ile f'1rrp till he come hack.''

, 'o camp was made on the spot.
'r herc were no
~haL

si~;,rns

of nati ves, hostilr or

f1 i rn d l ~·.

no rear::; might he entert ain ed on this score.

,o

Ancl strP{ching himself out Pomp was soon fast asleep.
Barne:v had a gay time in lhc warm water of the cr ek

FROU
for a time.

Then he

(;ra~rled
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out reluctantly to yield his

place to Pomp.
a~
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Then he awoke \Yith a tart. H e sprang up with a guilty
sense.

he reached the top of h · btlnk h saw the darky

£ast asleep.

TO

"Bcjabers, what will the rlaygur think?'' he cried.
" 'hurc, it's noL hatcUy a quar thing fer me to

lie chuckled with glee.

do~

I'll

"Bcgona, I'll not spile hi s foine nap!" he said. '', hure, go back an' see!"
it' a fool I'd be to do that."

He clamb red over the bank and . oon reached the spot

o back he w nt into U10 water.

where he had left Pomp and his clothe·.

After di. porting himself to his heart':-. content, he crawled
out on the white Rand,; a short di;ltance below.
Here he ... trctdJCcl
~un

to dry himself.

him~-<el£

011t in the

~rarm

For a moment Barney was mad.
rays of the

' The thrick av him:' he cried . '·to run oft· wid me

.\.nd as h · bask •d there he also grew clothe::; an· lave me in sich a--"

;:,traugcl,v drowsy.

At that moment he

'l'hcn he came to a Budden ::;top.

"Begorra, J 'll hare a bit av a

1111p

nwsilf !''he muttered ; canght sight of the crocodile.
"Mither av Io e ·," he gasped, ··what an ugly crathet !"

"it's sauce for the goo:,e al:l \Yell as Lhc gander! ··

ln a few moments he waB therefor :,ound asleep.
~lcanw!tile

They were gone !

Pomp 11 oke up.

rrhen a feariul thought lruck him. Ile drew conclusion:from the

He sat up and rubbed hi:; eyes antl tlwn looked

at the sun

with amazement.

crocodile'~

fat side a. · l1ad Pomp.

"Begon·a, he'tS ate the naygur up, an' me clothe
well!" he muttered.

rt. was low down iu the

Wl':-;t , <lll

intli ·ation that he had

slept for many houri'i.

·•Bad

(;CHS

a

lo him! ''

With this horrifying thought Barney ·tatted fo r the

Boomerang.

"Golly!" he bur-t forth.

"\\iha' am Lie mattah wif dat

l'ishman r ' P ars like he am takin' a rlreJful l0ng swim!"
\Vith which he scrambled to hi. Iect and glanced O\'cr the
edge of the bank.

He rau on until he rea(;h •d the sandy beach. Then a
tartling scene burst upon his o-aze.
'Che distant crack of rifles waf' heard. and the astonif'hed
CelL saw that the air was filled with flying

The sight which rewarded his gaze froze

hi~;

arro1~s

all about

blood and the Boomerang.

lie cam ' lo a di!:!mayed hall.

caused him to yell out with horror.
"Golly Io' glory!'' he screamed. · \\'ha ' am dat r''

'rhc Boomerang wa an object of atLat.:k by a gang o£ na-

'l'here, in the !lands, partly out of the water, lay a giant tive ·. Here was truly a predicament.
rrhe ::;ensations experienced by th

crocodile.

elt can well be imag-

The mom;ler had certainly cmerg'd from the depths ined.
where Barney had been wimming.
Pomp c'Ould form but one condusion.
sides were distended.
io

B<J.Y

'Ihere he wa::; upon the· 'andy
'I'h' mon -ter's naked, behind a

His watery eyes blinked and seemed

to Pomp:

How to reach lhc Boomerang was a question.

!iurther-

believ?d had been eaten up by the crocodile.

The terri !i.ed darky shook like an asp n.

Great beads of

sweat stood oul upon him.

up.

dune.

more, he wa:; thinking of lhe awful end of Pomp, who he

"I've got him!"

"\Ia:;;gy Lord!" hP gasped.

~and

ach, l:OWering, stark

It would be hard to describe in words aL that moment

th~

agony of mind experienced by Barney.
'' He hab at dat l'isfunan

Whn ' }la::;sa Frank say to dat?''

"Och hone, i£ I'd only ::;thayed aboard the machiue !" he
wailed.

'' hurc, I'll niver go 1randcrin' off again. How-

Fully impressed that this wut> an incontrovertible fact, iver will J gel back to :Jlisthcr li'rank?"
Pomp gathered up Barney\; cloiheB and fled back to the
Boomerang with the dire report.
~lean while,

down.

Barn.ey slept the olcep of lhe j uBt until sun-

Pomp on reaching the Boomerang had . given Frank a
thrilHng account of Bamey's fate.
'l'hat he had been eaten by a t.:rocodile lhc darky wa:,; eertain.

Of course .Frank was horrified.

FRO.:\I
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" tay here by the Boomerang!" he cried, picking up hio
rifle.

"I don't believe that Barney i. dead an' I'll find

COAST.

There were tear in Pomp's eyes.
"Golly, dis chile know dat well enuff, l\Iarse Frank! I'se
cl'ar gone nigh crazy wid de fing! J es' to fink ob dat I' ish-

him."

"Golly, Marse Frankl" gasped the excited darky, "don' man dying like dat!"
;;o' go an git eated up, too. Let dis chile go!"
But Frank was prevented from going by a thrilling cir-

Another appalling thought dawned upon Frank.
And Gerard! What of him?
'l'he young explorer had not returned as he ha<l promised.

cumstance.

Just as he reached the rail of tlie Boomerang he heard a Had some dreadful catastrophe overtaken him?
stran&e serie of sounds, which came from the forest near.
Then out into view dashed a number of naked savages.

Frank drew a deep breath.

"It begins to look as if you and I arc to be the only sur-

They charged upon the Boomerang, flourishing their vivors of this trip, Pomp," he said.
"Massy Lordy, Marse Frank!" cried the agonized darky,

weapons wildly.

Frank had ju t time to get back into the cage when the "don' know as we will either ! Done fink dat we am all
arrows came rattling all about.

gwine to waste our libes in dis ere heathen country!"

"Golly, :Thiarse Frank!" cried Pomp. "We'se in a scrape
now!"

"Ob, we won't believe that!" declared Frank rigidly. "I
tell y u the Boomerang is going through to the coa t !"

"You are right!" cried Frank, "but get your rifle, Pomp.
Open fire on those rascals at once!"

The darlmess "·as now most intense.
Frank kept the electric light turned upon the forest, so

The darky needed no second bidding.
He was instantly at the loophole and firing at the savages
as rapidly as his repeater would work.

as to guard again t an attack from that direction.
So the beach was shrouded in blackness. Pomp was on
guard at the rear and trying to pierce the blacknes in the

'l'his hot fire drove the blacks back to the cover of the direction of the lake when suddenly a white figure came
woods. But only for a time.

over the rail.

They came out again to the attack and were again repulsed. Again and again they came.

The darky gave one yell and fled into the cabin.
"Massy. Lordy !" he screamed, "de gho tes done come

Thus the fight went on until darkness shut down. And fo' me. Help, Marse Frank! doan' let dem come fo' di "
now the real peril began.

chile!"

Frank feared an attack now more than ever. But yet the
blacks did not venture out of the woods.
It was no telling at what moment though they might

come.

"Ghosts!" exclaimed Frank. "Nonsense, you black ras-

It is some of the foe."

cal.

But at that moment a piteous voice was heard from the
cage door.
"Och hone, ~Esther Frank, let me in, quick, fer it'; nigh
dead I am!"
11

CHAPTER

.1.

•

Barney !" cried .Frank, wildly, as he sprang to the cage

door. There was the Celt stark naked.
".Fo' de Lor's sake," gasped Pomp, "whar yo' cum

GERARD'S ADVENTURl<lo.

from?"
"Mither av Jl.lary !" exploded the Celt, "phwere did you

So Frank Reade, Jr., was determined to be ready for come from?"
them. But this was not all of weight upon his mind.
He was impre sed with thf' horrifying fact that Pomp's
talc of Barney's fate was all too true.
1

'

You Rhould not have gone to sleep, you careless fellow,''

h' :;,lid, chic1ingly.

11

1 done fo"t de crocodile eated yo' all up!"

"Bejabcn; 1 thought the same av yez!

Phwere's me

clothes?"
"I done fetch dem back here!"
1

'YE>z murtherin' thrickstcr !" screamed Barney, "it's a

FROM
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dirty job yez put up an me to take me clothes an' run
home !"
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"Begorra, I'm afther thinkin' ~Iisther Gerard is in thrubble, sor !" ventured Barney.

"Golly, I didn't do dat, chile!"' expostulated Pomp.

"Yes!" agreed Frank. "I'm afraid he is, Barney. We

Frank had embraced the situation now and he laugherl must try and learn his fate to-morrow."
"Will we go in Sf1arch av him thin, sor ?"
until the tears ran down his cheeks.
"Well, you are a nice pair," he cried; "go off swimming
and each think the other eaten up by a crocodile! That is

"Yes, be in readiness!"
In the night while Pomp was on watch he suddenly
came running into the cabin.

very brilliant!"
Barney slunk off in the cabin and put on his clothes.

"Marse Frank !" he cried.
Frank was out of his berth instantly at the summons.

Pomp vanished in the direction of the galley.
Both felt cheap enough over the situation, and it was a

"Well?" he cried.
"S uah, l\:I:arse Frank, dar am a light way out on de lake.

sore subject with them for many a day.

The blacks did not venture an attack upon the Boomer- I done fo't l tole yo' ob it."
Frank hastened on deck.
ang that night.
But this was not what worried Frank so exceedingly as
another subject.

'How far away it was Frank could only guess.

What was the fate of Gerard?
Frank now regretted that

~1e

had let the young explorer

"We'll soon see !" he exclaimed.
He pressed the key which lit the searchlight. He sent

go off by himself.
He felt certain that some of the terrible perils of the
wilderness had overtaken him and he was dead.
"I shall never forgive myself!" he muttered.

He saw as Pomp had, far out on the lake, a glimmering
light. It looked like a torch.

"Poor

Gerard! He was a noble young fellow!"
All that night Frank kept a lookout for the young explorer. But he did not return.
Morning came, smiling and bright. Nothing was seen
of the natives.

the brilliant pathway of light far out over the surface of
the lake.
Then he saw an object dancing upon the waves of the
great body of water. It was a little coracle.
It held a single occupant who suddenly stood up and

waved his arms wildly.
AU this was made plainly visible in the pathway of the
searchlight. Frank held the rays upon this spot.

And he saw the occupant of the coracle paddle hastily
They had apparently abandoned the attack and departed. toward the shore.
But of course th,ere was no surety but that they might
Nearer he drew slowly.
return at any moment. So it was necessary to be constantly
It was fully an hour before the light e.raft ran up on the
on guard.
beach.
Frank hastened the repairs on the machinery. He was
"Golly, Marse Frank!" exclaimed Pomp; "who yo' s'pose
determined to wait a reasonable length of time for Gerard's it am?"
return.

"It is Gerard!"

Then if he did not come he should endeavor to find him.

Frank felt confident of this. It proved really to be tht;>
He realized well enough the difficulty of such a move as lost explorer.
this. But he still clung to hope.
The day wore away.
Still no sign of Gerard.

In a few moments he had climbed the bluffs and came
aboard the Boomerang.
He was weak, and his shirt was drenched with blood.

Night came on again.
"Mercy on us, Gerard!" cried Frank. "I had given you
The natives had not renewed their attack. Franli. con- up."
eluded that they were only a stray party of hunters and
"I don't ~onder," replied the young explorer. "I have
that they had permanently abandoned the attack.
been through some terrible adventures."
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·'You are wounded?"
"Only a trifle.
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Down the shore of the lake for a dozen miles or more

This blood is my enemy's.

G1ve me a the travelers proceeded.
Then at a point opposite tho island · the Boomerang wa:;

little wine and I'll be all right."

Pomp brought some wine, and it quickly restored the launohed into the water.
The passage of the lake required all that day, but eventu-

exhausted man. Then he told his story.

"I went far down the shore of the lake,' he said, "and ally the east shore was reached.
foWid, as we suppo ed, that it is thick with islands.

It :\s

our best place to cross."

Ilere camp was made in a jungle, where all night long the
distant roar of the lions, and ihe snapping cries of the

"But while making my wa.y through some jungle I was hyenas made music.
:mddenly set upon and made prisoner by some Ukonongos,

"We arc going into an elephant country now I" declared

natives who inhabit the islands and the east shore of the Gerard, athe Ukonongos are great dealers in ivory."
lake.

"We shall also find the country more thickly settled."

"'l'hey carried me away in a canoe to one of the islands.

"Yes, and doubtless we will encounter Arab traders. Thi~

There I have been a.prisoner ever since. But I succeedtld in will be almost entiroly a different country for us to oxescaping, though 1 had a battle to the death with one of pion~."
them. I found a small coracle upon the island shore and
put out in it.

"And every day draws us nearer to our journey's end."
said Frank.

"Truly there ar.o few who can say that they

"They pursued me, and many times passed me in their have traversed the Continent of Africa from coast to coast."
canoes ju the darkness, but I managed to

~utwit them .

"That is very true, and on wheels as well."

But though tJ1, P\pJo1·ers wore nearing their journo~r'R
was many mile from the islands, I lighted a torch which I end, their list of adventUl'es was not yet completed.
found in the coracle.
"But after I was sure they were out of the way, and I

"Then suddenly the searchlight ::,treamed upon me, and I
knew where the Boomerang was, and where to find my
friends."

CHAPTER XI.

Frank fairly embraced him.

"I can't tell you how glad I am you're safely back!" he
cried.
broken

'I had begun to think that our little party was all

up."

"I hope we shall not get separated again!" said Gerard,

The next morning,

at an early hour,

the Boomerang was

''but in spite of my close call I learned many things of im- on its course through the Ukonongo country.
portance."
''That is good!"

It was necessary to proceed slowly, as the countr:v was
cut up with roaring rivers, swampy tracts, and dense

'' 1 know that it is comparatively easy to cross the lake jungles.
by following tl1e straits among the islands."
"We shall get across safely!"
"I am sure of it!"

These latter were the literal paradise o£ savage beasts.
Their roar and pother made the nights hideous.

Many

times they even ventured to attack the BoomeraJ~l<T.

".Jlar~:;e Gerard," ~aid Pomp, "am yo' a lily bit hungry?"

But always to their sorrow.

·• I could eat au elephant," declared the young explorer.

Indeed, the travelers had acquired quite a collection of

Pomp hastened away to procure food for his friend, and lion skins. They had learned to relish the sport.
Gerard did juE"tice to the repast.

Tall giraffes and striped zebras lived in these wilds, and

There was no more sleep tl1at night :for any of the party, also the elephant.
and at an early hour the next morning the Boomerang was
under way.

Once the Boomerang eame upon a sm.a.U mountain oF
ivory tusks, worth many thousands of dollars, on the coast

F ROM
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But they had no way to transport the white treasure,
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Darkness shut down, and none of the Mu.kalalas showed
themselves.

so they were compelled to pass it by.

'l'he Ukonongos dwelt in little thatched huts. and in the
main were llisposed to be friendly.

Frank regarded Gerard's alarm a<; groundless, and moruing came without any development.

But there were some of them who were ready to annil1il-

But the breaking of day showed a startling state of af-

ate the invaders upon their lands if the chance were given fairs.
them.

The l\Iukalalas had not been idle during the night.

Day after day the Boomerang toiled on in the heat of Both ends of the defile "·ere literally walled up.
the tropics.

The natives had taken this method to entrap the trav-

'rherc were intervals when fifty or more miles of level elers, a they believed.
plain enabled the travelers to travel at a rapid gait.

For a moment all on board the Boomerang were

too as-

But as a general thing the machine picked its way with tonished to speak.
IIuge bowlders were piled up to a height of twenty feet.

the greatest of difficulty over the roughest of ground.

And thus they passed into the Mukalala country, and How this had been done so noiselessly was a mystery.
But it had been done, and the machine was hemmed

were now nearing Zanzibar very rapidly .

So successful had they been thus far, that for a time in, being literally in a trap.
vigilance became a trifle lax, and this nearly brought disaster upon them.

It was the most striking incident of the whole journey,
and for a few moments disconcerted the party.

One day they came upon a walled town, quite an tmusual
thing in Africa.

Then Frank laughed.
"Begorra," cried Barney, "the divils think they have got

But this was in a parti cttlarly rocky country, and the us for sure."
natives were quite far advanced in th notions of civiliza-

"Golly, I don' see but dey have!" asseverated Pomp.

tion.

"Pshaw!" aid Frank, contemptuously. "Do you really

1\Iany of them were even armed with muskets, which they think they can hold the Boomerang in such a way?

Why.

had procured from trader . Yet they were exceetlingly in- 1 can blow my way through that barrier with ease!''
.hospitable and inclined to be enemies to the white travelers.

T hen a warning cry came from Gerard, whose att.ention

Frank found this out at once and kept clear of tne place .had been attracted by a so1md far up on the wall of the
until it came time to camp.

defile.

The spot selected for the camp was at the entrance to a

At the same moment a distant yell waR heard, and a
deep defile and distant some ten miles from the "Jft1kalnla Fhower of arrows came rattling down upon the deck.
town.
Frank saw the peril at once.

.

everal times durincr the dav Gerard had
. said with con~

viction:

could annihilate the Boomerang, if they wished, hy rolling-

"Do you know I believe tho,:;c (levi];; arc follo wing ns !'"
"Nonsense!" enlaimed Frank.

' Why should they do

lot.

clown stones upon it.
Even now a number of them werr seen rolling a huge·
bowlder to the edge of the c1iff ..

that?"

"Why should they not?

The black foe had elected a position from which theY

In mv opinion t.hry're a bad

I'll wager we'll have trouble wiLh them

It was a moment of peril.
"Grrat heavens," cried Gerard. '·they will cnu;h u ..;.

~·et."

"I hope not," said Frank. "However, as a precaution Frank!"
we will run further into the clcfilc, where we could

easiJ:~

prevent their surrounrling ns and hold them all at bay."

The young inventor acted without flPluy or hesitation.
H e saw that their salvation depended wholh npon this·

So the machine wns run far up into the defile, and then he turned the electric
cnmp was made.

defile.

!TUn

fu ll upon the ousti·uction in th'"
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"Shoot those fellows on the cliff!" he cried. "Pick them were made welcome, and treated to beer and saurlrraut as
off as fast as you can!"

well.

The order was obeyed.

"How far are we from Zanzibar?" asked Frank.

Barney and Pomp with their rifles opened fire upon the

"About one hundred miles," was the reply.

foe above. For a time they drove them back from the brow
of the wall.

"Hurrah!" cried Gerard. "We are near the end of our
journey, Frank.

And during this time Frank was pouring dynamite into
the rocky walls and reducing them to powder.

And what a success it has been!"

That night was passed very pleasantly at Ehrenberg.
The next morning the Boomerang was early on the road.

In a very short while he had literally blown his way For roacls of a primitive sort were now met with.
through the obstruction and the machine was able to go
forward.

The land was fertile, and large plantations were to be
seen upon every hand.
Mile after mile the Boomerang progressed on its way

Up the defile it ran.

The thunder of the dynamite and its terrible execution toward the sea.
had terrified the natives beyond all description; they had
fled incontinently.

Little towns were numerous and habitations were seldom
out of sight.

Frank laughed.

"The progress in settling Africa is something wonder-

"I don't believe they will want to attaek the Boomerang ful," declared Gerard. "It is already a rival of America.
It is my opinion that it will one day become a great re-

again right away," he declared.

The machine soon had tlu·eaded its way through the hills public just the same."
and a long, level plain burst to view just beyond.
Acros. this the Boomerang made rapid time.

"Only after bloody wars," said Frank. "'rhC' effete monarchies of Europe will hold onto their possessions here as

When nightfall came they reached a cultivated tract. A long as they can."
little settlement had sprung into existence upon a tributary

"Witllout doubt.

But you will

R('l"

thC' whole face or

of the Rucha river.

Europe tran,sfigured in fifty years, or at least our deAs the machine dashed into the main street of the little sccndants will."

frontier town a great throng of men pressed out of the

"You are quite a propl1et."

thatched dwellings.

"T don't think it requires a prophet to see that."

They were Germans as our travelers saw at once.

The land now began to grow low ancl marshy as they apGerard was a good German scholar and he at once hailed proached tl1e sea. But the roads were lwoacl and smooth.
one of the men.
and the Boomerang had no trouble in booming along all
"What town is this?" he asked in that language.
"This is Ehrenberg!" was the reply. "Are you from tl1e
Faderland ?"

right.

I

Everyl)ody now was on tl1e qui vivr to see
Ocean first.

~lie

Inc1ian

The Boomerang marle good time, but it was

ote that clay when Barney in the pilot-house first caught

"No; we are Americans!"
"Americans? Welcome! stop and have some beer!"

RigM of the sea line.

Gerard turned to Frank.

He gave a loud cry.

"Well," he said, "what do you think of that invitation?"

"Bcgorra, there it is, Misther Frank! We've come to it

"Let us accept it!" replied the young inventor, readily. at last!"
"Good German beer is not to be despised in this out of the
Worcls cannot express tl1e sensation experienced by the
way part of the world."
African travelers.
Barney an rl Pomp were delighted.
tl1e Boomerang.

So FranK stoppccl

It was with quite a thrill that they realized that they hafl
accomplished tne great feflt of crossing Continental Africa

The German settlers were indeed friendly. The travelers from coast to coast.
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The little town of Zanzibar, half native, half Arab and
half German was near at hand.
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"Sail northward to the Gulf of Aden, and by means of
the Straits or Babel Mandeb into the Red Sea. We would

The Boomerang had reached the end of its journey after disembark at Suakin, and proceed directly into the wildermany thrilling episodes.

ness, eventually coming out at Cape J uby, a point opposite

In one sense all were glad, yet it was with keen regret Teneri:ffe."
that they accepted the fact that the journey and its incidents

"But Captain Porter--"

were over.

"I have fixed it with him. He will proceed by the Suez

1

'l here had been many times during the trip when danger Canal to the Mediterranean and then down the coast to

had frowned so harshly upon them as to bring them nigh to J uby and wait for us there!"
repentance.

Gerard felt like standing on his head.

But the spice of advenLure and the call for risk anu dar-

"How grarid !"he cried again, "this is really twice across

ing had given a rich color to the whole enterprise which Africa."
had made it enjoyable to the utmost degree.

"Yes."

"1 am crazy with joy!"
'l he Boomerang had been taken apart by Frank's work1

men and placed aboard the ' ship.
CHAPTER Xll.

Then anchor was raised and the Port of Zanzibar was
bidden farewell to.

A GREAT CATASTROPHE-THE END.

A few days later the equator was crossed going northward.

The appearance of the machine in Zanzibar created a
great sensation.

Thus far the sea had been like glass.
One of those dead calms peculiar to the Indian Ocean

The story of the travelers that they had crossed the con- reigned. Captain Porter was not altogether easy about it.
tinent from St. Paul de Loanda was hardly credited by
some.
But the ship of Captain Porter lay in the harbor waiting
to take them aboard, and this evidence was all sufficient.
Frank decided to rest a few days in Zanzibar before going
on aboard the ship.

"I have never seen a dead sea in these latitudes without
a blow afterward," he said.
"And a blow in the Indian Ocean means something,''
aid Frank.
"You are right, it does !"
"The Southern Star i a stanch vessel though, and ought

He was feted and dined by the Americans in the town, to be able to

we~ther

it."

of whom there were not a few. Gerard found several friends

"I have always thought so,"· said the captain, slowly.

among a party of explorers.

Frank gave a start.

So that altogether tl1e stay at Zanzibar was most pleasant.

He regarded the captain critically.

When the day for departure came, Frank for the first

"vVhat's wrong?" he asked.

time broached a new series of plans.
"We have had such success in this trip," he said, "that
I am constrained to extend it."

Captain Porter shrugged his shoulders.
"Nothing, I hope," he replied. "Coming around Good
Hope, though, I imagined we strained her timbers a little.

"Indeed!" exclaimed Gerard, eagerly, "to what extent It ma:v be all imagination."
may I ask?"

"Had not an examination ought to have been made at

"I have a great desire to travel through Egypt and cross Zanzibar ?"
the Sahara!"

"I did examine her as well as I eould. If there is

any~

For a moment Gerard was too delighted to speak. Then thing wrong it is far below the water line. But I may be
recovering himself, he cried:
"That would be grand. How will you go from here?"

in error. I only had a feeling that she had started some
timbers."

F.E mr
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The subject dropped here, and in the next :forty-eight

sighted.

'l 'hc yo ung inventor gripped the captain's arm and queried:

hours .Frank had nearly f orgotten it.
The vessel had made good time, and

TO

ape Guardufin was

They would soon be in the Gulf o.f Aden, where

"Can nothlng be done?"

" W"

"Nothing!" declared Captain l'orl r, Jcspairingly.
can only die l"

all :fear of a tempest would be at an end.
But at the very last moment came the catastrophe.
uddenly the pilot of the steamer called a deck hand,
and e12-i him ha ·tily down :for Captain Porter.
"\. distant line of yellow was pringing up from the hori-

"Where arc we headed now?"
" 'traight Ior the coa~;t and certain to strike if we don't
sink first."
Frank was about to cr ep up the companionway, when a

zon. 'l'be calm ea had a long and peculiar roll, and a dull great wave swept over the Ye sel and dashed him back.
moaning souncl \Vas i.n the air.

The water wa knee deep in the cabin of the Southern

ta:r.

Captain Porter came on deck in a hurry.
He gaYe a look at the distant horizon and tmned deadly

It vanished as quickly as it had come, and left the sanw

pale. Frank tood near and asked him :

sea behind it.

'Well, captain, is anything wrong?"

.
'l'hen he gazed at the di stant coast.

''The typhoon!" he gasped, pointing to ih e horizon.

'l'he engine:; oi the Bouthcrn

forced to their utmost capacity. ·

Bul lhere "ccmod a power in the rolling sea which held
them back. The straits were an eternal distance away.
' uddenly a ll'hitc line, mountain high, came rnshing

At once, overjoyed wiU1 the pror-;pect of at least escapi11;2

''Turn her head on to meet it!" cried Captain Porter as
he sprang to the helm .
What followed seemed eYer after hke a weird, unnatural
dream.

•

Great seas \Yasbed over the slup, there was one supreme
awful moment, then a terrific crash.

TlH' r11ddN chams brokt>, and she

f

Larely time.

'he ii'i

~oing

1:-

down!"

":Mercy ou us!" (·ried GerarJ, ·• how will we get

lw

Boomerang ofT?"
''We will nm r be able lo do ihaL, ·· ~aid Frauk.

"Yes."
Gerard gave a dismal groan.
"A.nd our irip <tcross hgypt is out of the question?''

'' Ii is a cold fnct !''
' I won't have it . o . ··
But the ship was setUiug ~-oo fast t.hat there was no timr
for the considering of plan,;.

\I'M

thrown for a mo-

ment in lhl' trough of the sea.

elf preservation is the li r~t la ". of X aLurc, and so l!Jt>

crew and passengers oi llw f-lo11ih r11 Nlar proceeded I"

Why !'he did not go down th n was l.L wonder.
.But she did not , and in Rom

way or other ran before

the gale with terrible , peed.

crowd 'into lhc boab> .
They had goL barely one hundreJ yards from the wrec·k

when it went down.

But water came sul'ging up from her hold. Captain Por-

nd with jt went the famous Boomerang to a perpetual

i.er camt> crawling down into the cabin with w·h ite, drawn ocean grave.
face.

For it was never to b<' rrsurrccted .

'l'he crew of the ill-fated Rteamt>r reached a little port
"The shi p is leaking, and is which wa::; called Abaramba, and which was a Bri.Litih po:-;-

sm-e to go clown . Say rour prayerR. ali!''
" Heavenf; !''gasped Gerard; a is U1.is to be the end of our
journey ] rank? ''

'

"Get oul the hoab !'' cril'f! Capfnin P orler, "I here

"Never? then she i::; lost!"

across the sea.

··We are lo t!" he cried.

·1

r.rhe shore was not a nule distant.

with their lives, the vo_vagw::; rushed on deck . .

he f'aicl. •· Crowd on all steam !"

~· tar \\'Cre

The Routhern • tar drifted. a wreck upon the wah·r: Qf
little bay.

·•If'' •c-ould only make the straits we would be all righi,"'
'1'his order ll'as obeyed.

But ihat wave was the lat>i stroke of tho storm.

s &'\ion.
H ere the English commandant reeciYed !.hem kindly, and
said:

FROM

COAST

··There is u small steamer runs :from here to Babel Man-

'rO
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"I would sue him for the nlluc of the Boomerang."

deb once a week. There you rna strike a Mediterranen.n

Frank laughed heartily.

~teamer

'·You feel worse about the loss of the machine than I do,"

and so get back to Europe!"

"Well," soliloqillzed Captain Porter, dismally, "this is he cried.
a serious trip for me.

I ha v lost mv steamer!"

"Ancl J have lost the Boomerang, ' said Frank.
"Don't say that!" cried Gerard hopefully.

"I believe I do!"
"Never mind. I have something new on my mind which

"At least you will agree is far better than the Boomerang.»
''What is it?"

noi until we have tried to raise it."
'' 'rhat is impossible," !'laid Frank.

Frank put a finger in his eye.

·•Why?"

HThat is telling!" he laughed.

"They have no appliances in this port."
"Don't ncerl any.

" Only keep your eye

open and your ears ready and you ·w:illlearn in due cour.sc

I:f it i not too deeply sunk I will of time."

engage to recover the machine!'' said G13rard.

Gerard sighed, and went out to purchase tickets for the

o earnest was the young explorer about thi8 that he at Theater Francais.
once hired a fishing smack and went out to make sound-

But all the way he kept muttering:

ings.

"Maybe he will, but just the same there's no time like the

.r ·

But be returned with a mol'lt lugubril'llS report.

present, and I would give all my old shoes to be on board

"She is at a frightful depth," he declared. "Confound the Boomerang now, and traveling over the Sahara."
There are many disappointments in this changeful life,

the luck. The scheme is lost!"

"Never mind!" said Frank, encouragingly. ' I can con- and Gerard was only suffering in common \vith mankind at
l'ltruct a better machine sometime anr1 we can try a trip 1.arge.
through Egypt at another time"'

'

"Will you do it?" rried Gerard, cugcrly.
Frank laughed.

"I will see how I feel when we get l.Jne;k home!" he said.
''We are a good ways from there, you know !"
"You are right I" said Captain Porter, "make no plans
until you get home I"
As the British commandant had said a little steamer
sai.led that wt>ek for Babe] Mandeb and took the castaways
thither.
There tl1ey soon procured a steamer for Palermo and
thence they proceeded to Pari1.
Here Frank and Gerard, with Barney and Pomp, remained a few weeks to sec the sights.
Captain Porter and his crew went on home by the first
steamer from Havre.
"At least, I shall get my insurance," said the captain.

The explorers sailPd a month later from Liverpool, and
reached New York, safe and sound, in due time.
Frank, with Barney and Pomp, went direct to R.eadestown.
Gerard decided to abide in r ew York awhile to confer
witl1 his publishers about a new book upon the trip "From
Coast to Ooast."
Barney and Pomp soon fell back into the routine of their
duties at Readestown.
Frank was for many" days closeted with his secret plans'~
and the rumor went abroad that he waRbusily at work upon
a new invention.
One day a letter came to the works. Frank rea:a it with
a hearty laugh.
Thus it read:
"DEAR

FRANK-I have it from an authentic source that

"The Star was an old vessel, and had seen her best days. you have completed a ~ew machine and are about to start
I can build another with the insurance money.''

for Egypt. Now I shall be bittcrl v disappointed if you for-

"Hear that," said Gerard afterward, in indignation. "He get to invite me to accompany you. Assure me that you will
admitted that the Star was not a safe vessel to go upon such let me know if you decide to go.
"Ymus
n long cruise with."

"1 heard it," said Frank.

anxiousl~',
" G ERARD

BENTON ."
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Frank sent back a telegram.
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And Gerard still wait&.

Whether his dreams will gain

fulfillment or not only the future can tell.
t'DEAR GERARD-I will po~itively let you know when I
start for Egypt.

THE

END.

Until such time let our African adven-

tures with the Boomerang rcmainyour consolation.

Read "BEYOND THE GOLD COAS'l'; OR, FRANK

"I am, your faithful friend,
"FRANK

READE,

READE, JR.'S OVERLAND 'I'RIP," which will be the

JR."
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274 Jack Wright and His Ocean Plunger: or, The Harpoon Huntera
of the .Arctic. By "No name."
275 Claim 33; or, The Boys of the Mountain. By J as. C. ?tlerritt.
:.!76 The Road to Ruin; ot•, The Snares and •remptatlona of Ne'!V
York. By Jno. B. Dowd.
277 A Spy al J 6; or, Fighti ng for Washington an d Liberty.
By
Gen'l Jas . .A. Gordon.
::!78 Jack Wright's Flying Torpedo; or, The Black Demons of Dismal
Swamp. By "Noname."
270 High Ladder Harry, The Young Fireman of Freeport ; or, AI·
ways at the Top. By Ex-Fire C'h!Pf Warden.
280 100 ChPste of Gold; or, The Aztecs' Hurled Secret. By Rlchlltd
R. Montgomery.
:!81 Pat Malloy; or, An Irish Boy's Pluck and Luck. By Allyn
Draper.
282 Jack Wright and His Elrrtric Sea Gho1t; or, A Strange Under
Water Journey. l:ly "Xoname ."
283 l'\ixty Mile Sam: or, Bound to be on Time. By Jas. C. ~lerrltt .
:!84 8:l DegreeR Korth Latitude; or, the Handwriting in tiJ• l•'eberg.
By Howard Austin.
:;!85 Joe, Tbe Actor's Boy; or. Famous at Fourteen. l~y N. S . Wood
(the Young American At'tor.)
286 Dead For 5 Years; or, Tbe 1\Iystery of a Madhouse. Hy Allyn
Draper.
287 Broker Bob; or, Tbe Youngest Operator In Wall Street. By
H. K. Shackleford.
288 Boy Pards; or, Making a Home on the Border. By An 0111
&out.
289 The Twenty Doctors ; or, the Mystery of the Coast. By Capt.
Thos. H. Wilson.
200 The Boy Cavalry licout: or, Life In the Saddle. By Gen'l. Jas.
A. Gordt?n.
.
.. .
. "
. .
, .
1291 The Boy F1remen, or, Stand By the Machme. By Ex Fire Ch1ef
Warden.
29 2 ltob, t he Runaway; or,lfrom Office Boy ~o Partner. By Allyn ,Draper.
29 3 The Shattered Glass; or, ·A Country Boy 1n New York . .A True I emperance Story. By Jno. B. Dowd.
29 <l Lightning Lew, the Boy Scout; or, Perils in the West. ByGen'l. Jas. A
Gordon.
29 5 The Gray House on the Rock; or. The Gboste of Ballentyne Hall. By
Jaa. C. Merritt.
29 6 .A Poor Boy's Fight; or, The Hero of the School. By Howard .Aust.in.
29 7 Captain Jack Tempest; or, the Prince of the Sea. By Capt. Thoe. H.
Wilson.
•
29 8 Billy Button, the Young Clown and Bareback Rider. By Berton Bert·
•
rew.
•
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°

h "G
G 0 d ,.
173 Fred Fearnot's Silent Hunt; or, Catching t e
reen
s
Men.
174 Fred Fearnot's Big Day; or, Harvard and Yale at New Era.
175 Fred Fearnot and "The Doctor' ' ; or, ~'he Indian Medicine Fakir.
176 Fred Fearnot and the Lynchers; or, Saving a Girl Horse Thief.
177 Fred Fearnot's Wonderful Feat; or, The Taming of lllack Beauty.
178 Fred Fearnot's Great Struggle; or, Downing a Senator.
179 Fl·ed F'earnot's Jubilee; or, New Era's Greatest Day.
180 Fred Fearnot and Samson ; or, "Who Huns This Town?"
181 Fred B'earnot and the Rioters ; or, Backing Up the Sheri!!.
182 Fred B'earnot and · the Stage Robber; or, His Chase for a Stolen
Diamond.
183 Fred Fearnot at Cripple Creek ; or, The Masked F iends of the
Mines.
184 Fred Fearnot and the Vigilantes; or, Up Against the Wrong
Man.
185 Fred Fearnot In New Mexico; or, Saved by Terry Olcott.
186 Fred Fearnot In Arkansas; or, The Queerest of All Adventures.
187 Fred Fearnot In Montana; or, The Dispute at Rocky Hill.
188 Fred Fearnot and the Mayor ; or, '£he ~·rouble at Snapping
Shoals.
189 Fred Fearnot's Big Hunt : or, Camping on the Col um bia River.
190 Fred Fearnot's Hard Experience; or, Roughing It at Red Gulch.
191 Fred Fearnot Stranded; or, How Terry Olcott Lost the Money.
192 Fred Fearnot in the Mountains; or, H eld at Bay by Ban d its.
193 Fred Fearnot's Terrible Risk; or, Terry Olcott's Reckless Venture.
194 Fred Fearnot's Last Card; or, The Game that Saved H is Life.
195 Fred Fearnot and the Professor ; or, The Man Who Knew it All.
196 Fred Fearnot's Big Scoop; or, Beating a Thousand Rivals.
197 Fred Fearnot and the Raiders; or, Fighti ng for H is Belt.
198 Fred Fearnot's Great Risk; or, One Chance In a Thousand.
199 Fred Fearnot as a Sleuth; or, Running Down a Sli ck Villain.
200 Fred Fearnot's New Deal ; or, Working for a Banker.
201 Fred Fearnot in Dakota., or, The Littl e Combination Ranch.
202 Fred F'earnot and the Road Agents; or, Terry Olcott's Cool
Nerve.
20B Fred Fearnot and the Amazon; or, The Wild Woman of the
Plains.
204 Fred Fearnot's Training School ; or, How to Make a Living.
205 Fred F'earnot and the Stranger; or, The Long Man who was
Short.
206 Fred Fearnot and the Old Trapper; or, Searching for a Lost
Cavern.
207 Fred Fearnot in Colorado; or, Running a Sheep Ranch.
208 Fred Fearnot at the Ball ; or, The Girl in the Green Mask.
209 Fred l?earnot and the Duellist; or, The Man Who Wanted to
Fight.
210 Fred l!'earnot on the Stump; or, Bae'king an Old Veteran.
211 Fred l<'earnot's :\ew Trouble; or, Up Against a Monopoly.
212 Fred Fearnot as Marshal; or, Commanding the Peace.
213 Fred Fearnot and "Wally"; or, The Good Natured Bully of
Badger.
214 Fred I<'earnot and the Miners; •or, The Trouble At Coppertown .
215 Fred F'earnot and the "Blind Tigers" ; or, : ore Ways ~'ha n One.
216 Fred l<'ea mot and the Hlndoo; or, The Wonderful Juggler at
Coppertown.
217 Fred Fearnot Snow Bound; or, Fun with Pericles Smith.
218 Fred Fearnot' s Great Fire Fight; or, Rescuing a Prairie School.
219 Fred Fearnot in New Orleans; or, Up Against the Mafia.
220 Fred Fearnot and the Ha.unted House; or, Unraveling a Great
Mystery.
221 Fred Fearnot on the Mississippi; or, 'llbe Blackleg's Murderous
Plot.
222 Fred Fearnot's Wolf Hunt; or, A Battle fo r Life in the Dark.

223
224
225
226

rrred Fearnot and the "Greaser"; or, ~' he Fight to Death with
Lariats.
Fred Fearnot in Mexico; or, Fighting the Revolutionists.
Fred Fearnot's Daring Blufl'; or, The Nerve that Saved Uis Life.
Fred Fearnot and the Grave Digger; or, The Mystery of a Cemetery.

227 Fred Fearnot's Wall Street Deal; or, Between the Bulls and the
Bears.
228 Fred Fearnot and "Mr. Jones"; or, The Insurance Man In
Trouble.
229 Fred Fearnot's Big Gift; or, A Week at Old Avon.
230 Fred Fearnot and the "Witch" ; or, Exposing an Old Frau d.
231 Fred l?earnot's Birthday; or, A 'Jig Time at New Era.
232 Fred Fearnot and the Sioux Chief ; or, Searching for a Lost
Girl.
233 Fred l•'earnot's Mortal Enemy; or, The Man on t he Black Horse.
234 Fred l!'earuot at Canyon Castle; or, Elntertaini ng His Friends.
235 Fred lcearnot and the Commanche; or, Teaching a Redskin a
Lesson.
236 l?red l•'earnot Suspected; or, Trailed by a Treasury Sleuth.
237 Fred Fearnot and the Promoter ; or, Breaking Up a Big Scheme.
238 Fred Fearnot and "Old Grizzly" ; or, The Man Who Didn't Know.
230 l?red l!'earnot's Rough Riders; or, Driving Out the Squat ters.
240 Fred Fearnot and the Black J!'iend; or, Putting Down a Riot.
241 l?red Fearnot in Tennessee; or, The Demon of the Mountains.
242 Fred l!'earnot and the " Terror"; or, Calling Down a Bad Man.
243 Fred Fearnot in West Virginia ; or, Helping the Revenue Agents.
244 Fred Fearnot and His Athletes; or, A Great Charity '!'our.
245 Fred Fearnot's Strange Adventure; or, The Queer Old Man of the
Mountain.
246 Fred l<'earnot and the r.eague ; or, Up Against a Bad Lot.
Fred
Fearnot's Wonderful Race ; or, Beating a Horse on Foot.
247
a Great Cham pion.
2 48 Fred Fearnot and the Wrestler; or, Throwing
F
t·
0 t
F
d
2 49 Fred Fearnot and the Bankrupt ~r o\ erre ~ugt ud Ga. I rau .
250 Fred l!'earpot as a Redskin; or, ra> IDg a ap ure
>r .
251 Fred Fearnot and the "Greenhorn"; or, Fooled for Once in His
Life.
252 Fred Fearnot and the Bloodhounds; or, Tracked by Mistake.
253 Fred Fearnot's Boy Scouts; or, Hot Times In the Rockies.
254 Fred Fearnot and the Waif of Wall Street; or, A Smart Boy
Broker.
255 Fred l?earoot's Buffalo Hunt ; or, The Gamest Boy In t he West.
256 Fred Fearnot and the Mill Boy ; or, A Desperate Dash for Life.
257 Fred Fearnot's Great Trotting lllatch; or, Beating the Record.
258 Fred Fearoot and the Hidden Marksman; or, The Mystery of
Thunder Mountain.
259 Fred Fearnot's Boy Champion: or, Fighting for His Rights.
260 Fred I•'earnot and the Money King; or, A Big Deal In Wall
Street
261 !!' red I<'earnot's Gold Hunt; or, The Boy Trappers of Goose Lake.
262 Fred Fearnot and the Ranch Boy; or, Lively Times with the
Broncbo Busters.
263 Fred J'i'earnot after the Sharpers; or, Exposing a Desperate
GHrne.
2~4 Fred l•'earnot and the Firebugs; or, Saving a City.
265 Fred Fcamot in the Lumber Camps; or, Hustling in the Backwoods.
266 Fred Fcaruot and the Orphan; or, The Luclt of a Plucky Boy.
267 Fred Fearnot at Forty lllile Creek; or, Knocking About in the
West.
25S Fred Fearnot and the Boy Speculator; or, From a Dollar to a
lllilllon.
26() Fred Fearnot's Canoe Club; or, A Trip on the Mississippi.
270 F red Fearnot and the Elrrand Boy; or, Bound to Make Money.
'271 Fred Fearnot's Cowboy Guide; or. The Perils of Death Valley.
272 Fred Fearnot and the Sheep Herders ; or, Trapping the Ranch
Robbers.
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TH E STAG E.

No. 41. T H E B O S OF
EW YOR K EKD MEN' JOKE
:S OK.-Con tain ing a great variety of the latest j okes used by the
~<?B t fa mous end men. No amateur minstrels is complet e w ithout
-~ Js wo nderful li tt le book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK S'l:UMP SPE AKER.Oontaln ing a varied asso rtment of stump speeches Negro Dut~h
·• nd Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the th ing for home' amuse·
nent and amateu r shows.
• o. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINS'l'REL GUlDE
'I.~D JO K.ID 13001: .-Somethin)': new and very instruct ive. Eve ry
~ oy should obtain this book, as it contains full. instructions for or·
s-anizing an amatenr minstrel troupe.
No. 65 . .M ULD00N'S JOKES.-Thb is one of the most original
.•oke ~ooks ever published, and it is bL·imful of wit and humor. It
~ onta10s a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
errence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
, be day. ]!]ver boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
•btain a copy immediately.
rTo. 79. HOW TO BECO:\IE AN ACTOR.-Coutaining com. Jete instructions bow to make up for various characters on the
•tage_; tog~the. with the duti es of the Stage ~Janager, Prompter,
~cemc Art1st and Property Man. B.v a prominent Srage l\lanager.
N?. 80. Gl. S WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the !atat JOkes, anecdotes and funny stones of this world-renowned and
wer popular Verman comedian. Sixty-four pages · handsome
•.71lored co er containing a ha lf-tone photo of the autho~,

HOUSE KEEPI N G .
o. 16. HOW '1'0 KEEP A W I NDOW GARDE .- Contain ing
;>ul! instructions foL' constructing a windo . garden either in town
11-r countr , and the most approved methods for raising beautifu l
aowers at owe 'l'be most complete book of the kind ever pub-

I

o: 31. H9W 9 .BECOME A, PEA ER.-Contal:olns foul"
.tee n IllustratiOns, glVI ng the diff r·ent position& requi&ite to becomw
a good spea ke r, reader a nd elocu ron ist AI o cont [nins cema fr
a!l the popular author·s of prose and poetry, arran~~:ed in the m ,
'18ple and conc1se manne r possi •le.
No. 49 ..HO W TO DEBA'l'E . -Giving rues for conductiDI !¥~
bates, t•utltnes fo r debates, q ues ions for discussion, and th<!J [~n;
sou rces for procuring information on the questions i;iven
·
~
.
SOCI T V.
To. 3. H OW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts a nd. wiles of fhrtatlon 1.~
fu lly Pxplained by this little book. Besides the var ious met hods fl';;
har..dkerchiPf, fan, glove, pa rasol, w' ndow and hat flirtation 1t co~
tains a _fu ll list of the la nguage a td sentiment of flowers, ' hich \c
•n.terestJog to everybody, beth old and •oung. You ca nnot be happ~.
Without one.
. ~o. 4. Il_OW .TO D ANCE is the title of a new and hand so~(f.
h_tt 1e book JUSt 1ssued by l<'rank Tousey. It contains ful lnstrut;
lwns in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and a t part! •~
how to drPss, and full di rections for calling off mall popul : aqUI\il
dances.
To. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.- complete guide tll> low.,
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rul~a and .ati uetil
to be observed, with many curious and interestinf thir ;~t not o;e
trally known .
No. ·17. HOW TO DRillS .-Cont aining fu ll lnstructbn in tiP •,
art o~ dressing and appea~ing weil at home and a'broad, givlnr t,\,;.
sele:-twns of colors, material. and how to have them made up .
~o. 18. HOW TO BECOMHJ BEAUTIF UL.,.-One o
Ol
~,rightest and. most va luab le little books ever given to the wor' li,
l!JvCJ"ybody w1shes to know how to become beautiful, both mal~
fema le. ThP s~c r et is simple, and almost costleu. R ead ~! e ~<. ~
and be convinced bow to become beautiful.
M

*Ill''

'•~eo~· 30. HOW TO COOK.- One of the most Instructive books
BIRDS A N D A N IMALS.
n cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cook ing meats
No. 7. HOW 1"'0 ICEEP BIRDS.-HandsomelJ lllustrat~.
r.
• h
·'
·
d
,.
•
con
taining
full
in
tructions for the management and training o tb
,.,s , game, anu oysters; a.1 o p1es, p_u Ctmgs, cakes and all kinds of canary mockingbird bobolink blackbird a roquet, ar ot, ·te
i)l~~~~y, and a grand collectwn of rec1pes by one of our most popular
No. 3n. HOW TO' RAISE DOGS. po'rfLTR Y pfGEO
ANl~
No: 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE -It contains information for RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. H1.ndsomel:, Ulu.[;ob d b
· ·1
d
·
·
·
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
•very o y, oys, g1! s, men an women; 1t will teach you hor to I No. 40. HOW TO i\IAKE AND SET T RAPS - I 1 dl
llllnilr
.-,ake almost auyth1ng around the house, such as parlor ornaments, • h .
, .
"
•
nc u n
•~:acketl ceme ts Aeolian harps and bird lime for catching birds
on ow to <'.tl<.: 1J m'? 1es, wea~els, ot.ter, rats, ~quirrels and ol ~
'
'
'
• Also how to cure skms. CopiOusly Illustra ted. By J. Har lntt~. ·
Keene.
ELE CTRIC A L
No. 50. HOW •ro STUFF' BIRDS AND ANil\fA S . - L
o. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY. -A de valuable
book, giving instructions in collecting, preparina-, mll'untbr·r
'l::ription of the wonuerful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; and preserving
birds, animals and insects .
.ogether with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
Ko.
54.
IIOW TO KI!JEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Givlng coiiil
~ tc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D . Containing over fifty ilplete information a~ to the manner and method of raising, keepin ~·
ustrations.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of petl; also gnlll g f ..
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions
for making cages, etc. F'ully explained by twe t.t • 1!'1
a~ning full directions for ma:cing electrical machin es, induction
illustrations,
making it the most complete book 11>~ thot fif•rcr' < ,,.,
oils, dynamos, and many novPI toys to be worked by electricity. published.
y R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW '1'0 DO ELEC'l'RICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
M ISCELLANEOUS .
arge collection of instructive and highly amusing ele trical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECO;"~IE A SCIENTiST.-.&. use·frn <i\ne lj...
,-Jgeth~r with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise· on cherot1try, ~ i ii& ,,
perim~;nts in aC'oustics. mechanics, mathematics, cb mistry. nd ~t
E N TE RT A IN ME NT.
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and su ball?O ~ . ,. I
o. 9. HOW TO BECO;\IE A VEN'L'H.ILOQUIS'r.-·- By Harry book cannot be equaled.
'l..ennedy. 'The secret given away. Every intelli~ent boy read ing
No. 14. IIO'.V TO i\IAKE CANDY - .A complet.<e> hano.-\tH>O ~ lio\\.
,;lis book of instructions. by a practical professor (dellghtir.g multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essence. etc., et
. ~des every night with his wondet·ful imitations), can master the
' o. J9.-FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STATE ~ DI ~'l.'AN~ :>
.rt, and create auy amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the TABI,ES, POCKET CO:\IPANI ON AND GUIDJru.-Glvin <
, eatest book ~ver publiRbed. and there's m!llious (of fun) in it.
official distances on all the railroads of the Unit
St6.t,.~ ~ "'"
To. 20. HOW 'fO E~TER1'AIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign port.., n~
·ery valuable little book just p!!blished. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc.1 etc :ll!: " io, 1
•t games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations. etc .. suitable it one of the most complPte and bandy books publisboo
•or parlor or drawin~-room entertainmen
t contains more for the
'o. 38. HOW TO BECO;\fE YOUR OWN D OCTOR
~• .vGr.t;
·~ oney than an.v book published.
derful book. containing useful and practical informatior rn t~·.
o. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful !ittle treatment of or·dinary diseases and ai lments common t" n lt';•
•ook, containing th'e rul es and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipe& for &ener OOllil
-ac·kgammon. croqtwt. domino~s. etc.
plaints.
To. 36 HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUI\fS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COIN
·'le l~ading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collectine ana F., :- n
c;
~nd witty sa.vings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW 1'0 PLAY CARDS.- A complete and handy little
Ko. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old ii:i.¥ Bm~
ook, ~~:i ving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world -known detective. In which he lays down some v lua..l! ,,
~age, Casioo1 Fort.v· Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho. Draw Poker, and sensibl<> rules for beg;nners, and also relates som~ ~a:~~utum!
a..uction Pitcn. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
·
No. 66. HOW '1'0 DO PUZZLES.-Containin .~ over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOl\fF. A PHOTOGRAPH
Con
ired interesting puzzles and conundrums, wi th key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how t~· wor!: !t •
1-r;mplete book Fully illustrated. B y A. Anderson
also how to make Photographic Iagic Lantern S lidef a nd otil
'l'ransparencies, Handsomely illustrated. .Hy Captain W. Ds
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECQ:\fE A WEST POINT M!LITAB
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT ; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUE'rTE.-It
ll a great lift secret, and one that every young man desire to know CADET.-Contaming full explanations how t o ga in admlttan .
,.ll about. Th~re' s happiness in it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, t aff of Officer , P~
No. 33. HOW '1'0 BEHA VE.- Containlng the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire DepartmPnt, and a n a bOJ' hollll 1
,f ~tood society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled a'!ld written by Lu Senare:o., , ~autl ,
~ ~arlng to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECO :IE A NAVAL CADET.-Compl ts
': t he dr&Wlni·lOOm
structions of how to gain ad...Oission to the Annapoll~ N ~
DECLAMATION .
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, de rlptl!l'!lli':l
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historica l sketch, and everythln ll
· Contsining the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to bee me an officer In the United StatH Nl&'ff.
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PRICE tO CENTS · E ACH , OR 3 F OR 25 CENT S "
A.NK. TOU E YP PublisheF, U Union Square, New Yor.

Fll.A:NK REA:l)E WEEKLY MA:G4ZINE.
Containing Stories of Adyentures on Land, Sea, and in the Air.
'B""Y' '"N'" <> N'" .A.:Lv.J:~.''
EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOMELY ILLUMINATED COVER.

A 32-PAGE BOOK FOR FIVE CENTS.
All our readers know Frank Reade, Jr., the greatest in ,·en tor of the age, and his two fun-loving chums, Barney
and Pomp. The stories published in this magazine contain a true account of the wonderful and exciting
adventures of the famous inventor, with his marvellous :flying machines, electrical overland engines, and his extraordinary submarine boats. Each number is a rare treat. Tell your newsdealer to get you a copy.
LATEST

ISSUES.

13 From Zone to Zone; or, 'l'he Wonderful Trip of Frank Reade, Jr.,
with His Latest Air Ship.
14 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Cruiser of the Lakes; or, A
J ourney Through Africa by Water.
15 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Electric Turret; or, Lost in the Land
of Fire.
16 Frank Reade, Jr., and His Engine of the Clouds; or, Chased
Around the World in the Sky.
17 In the Great Whirlpool ; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Strange Adventures
In a Submarine Boat.
18 Cha~~%tfvce~oss the Sahara; or, Frank Reaae, Jr., After a Bedouin' s
19 Six \\Feeks in the Clouds; or, Frank Reaae, Jr.'s Air-Ship the
"Thunderbolt.''
20 Around the \\'orld Under Water; or, The Wonderful Cruise of a
Submarine Boat.
·
21 The )ly stlc Brand: or, Frank Reade. Jr., and His Overland Stage.
22 !!'rank Heade. Jr.'s Electric Air Racer; or, Around the Globe in
Thirty Days.
23 The Sunken Pirate: or, Fmnk Reade, Jr., in Search of a Treasure
at the Bottom of the Sea.
24 Frank Heade, Jr.'s Magnetic Gun Carriage; or, fl'orking for the
U. S. Mail.
25 Frank Rea de, J r., and His Electric Ice Ship; or, Driven Adrift
In the l?rozen Sky.
26 Frank u eade, Jr.'s Electric Sea Engine; or, Hunting for a Sunken
Diamond Mine.
27 The Black Range: or, !crank Reade, Jr., Among the Cowboys with
His Electric Caravan.
2 over the Andes with Frank Reade, Jr. , in His New Air-Ship; or,
Wild Adventures In Peru.
29 Fran~t~oe~d~,t Jtte ~~~~oring a Submarine Mountain; or, Lost at the
30 Ad ,. 1ft In Af r ica; or, F' ran k R ea d e, J r ., A mong th e I vory H un t ers
with His New Electric Wagon .
31 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search for a Lost Man in His Latest Air
Wonder.
32 Frank Head e, Jr.'s Search for the Sea Serpent; or, Six Thousand
Miles Under the Sea.
33 Frank R eade. J r.'s Prairie Whirlwind ; or, The Mystery of the
Hidden Canyon.
34 Around the Horizon for 'l'en Thousand Miles ; or, Frank R eade,
Jr.'s Most Wonderful Trip.
35 Lost In the Atlantic Valley; or, Frank Reade, J r., and his Wonder, the "Dat·t."
36 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert Explorer ; or, The Underground City
of the Sahara.
37 Lost in the Mountains of the Moon; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Great
Trip with the "Scud."
38 Under the Amazon for a 'l'housand Miles.
39 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Clipper of the Prairie: or, lcighting the Aparhes
In the Southwest.

40 ·.rhe Chase of a Comet; or, ~'rank Reade. Jr.'s Aeria l Trip with
the "!clash."
41 Across the Frozen Sea; or, Fran!; Reade Jr .'s Electric Snow Cutter.
42 !crank Reade J t·.'s Electric Buckboard; or, '.rhri lllng Adven tures In
North Australia.
43 Around the Arctic Circle; or, Frank Reade Jr.'s Famous Fligh t
With His Air Ship.
44 Frank Reade Jr.'s Search for the Sliver Whale ; or. Under the
Ocean in the Electric •·Dolphin."
45 Frank Reade. Jr. , and His Electric Car: or, Outwitting a Desperate
46 ToG~~f End of the Earth ; or, Frank Reade J r.'s Great 1\lid-Air
Flight.
47 The )llssing Island : or, Frank Reade Jr.'s Voyage Under the Sea.
48 Frank Reade, Jr., in Central India: or, the Search for the Lost
Savants.
49 Frank Reade. Jr. Fighting the Terror of the Coast.
50 100 Miles Relow the urfacc of the Sea; or, The Marvelous Trip
of Ft·ank Reade. J r.
51 Abandoned in Alaska: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Thrilling Search for
a Lost Gold Claim.
52 Frank Reade. Jr.'s Twenty-Five Thousand i\lil e Trip in the Air.
53 Under the Yellow Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search for the Cave
of Pearls.
1\4 From the Nile to the Niger; or, Frank Reade, J r. Lost in th
Soudan.
55 The Electric Island: or, Frank Reade, J r.'s Search for the Greatest
Wonder on Earth.
56 The Underground Sea: or, Frank Rea de. Jr.'s Subterranean Cruise.
57 From Tropic to Tropic: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Tour With llls
511 Los~~f~r~ 8~~et's Tall : or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Stranll'e Adventure With His Air-ship.
.
50 Under Four Oceans·, or, Frank Heade, Jr.'s Submarine ('hns • o f
a "Sea Devil."
60 The Mysterious :Mirage; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert Search fu r
a Secret City.
61 Latitude 90 Degrees; or, Frank R eade, J r.'s Most Wonderful )[idAir Flight.
·
62 Lost in the Great Undertow; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Submarine
•
Cruise in the Gulf Stream.
63 Across Australia with Frank Reade, Jr.; or, in His !'lew Electrle
Car.
64 Over Two Continents; or, Frank Heade, J r.'s Long Distanee
Flight.
65 Under the Equator; or, Frank Heade, Jr.'s Greatest Submarine Vo~· age.
66 Astray in the Selvas; or The Wild Experiences of Frank Reade, Jr., in
South America.
67 In tt.e Wild Man's Land; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in the Heart of
Australia.
, 68 From Coast to Coast; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Trip Across Africa.

l<'or Sale by All Newsdealers, or will be Sent to Any Address on Receipt of Price, 5 Cents per Copy, by

FBANK T OUSEY, Publisher,

24 Union Square, New York.

IF YOU WANT A N Y B ACK NUMBERS
of our Libraries and cannot procure them from n ewsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with the pri ce of the books you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
POS'.rAGE STAMPS 'l'AiiBN 'l'H E SAME AS MO:NEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New fork.
. ......................... 190
DEAR SrR-Enclo ed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ................. .. . .............................................. .
"
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos .................... .. ......... _........................... .
"
" FRANK READE WEEKLY, Nos ........ - ...............................................••
"
" PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos .............. .......... ......................................•
"
" SECRET SERV1CE, Nos ........................... .. ................ .. .................. .
"
" THE LIBERTY 'BOYS OF '76, Nos ............ .... .......... . ......................... .. .
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Book~, Nos . ................. ~ ............ _..........................•••.
Name . ......................... Street and No............ . ....... Town ........ . . State ....•.....•.• ,.,,

